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High intensity lasers interacting with an overdense target can accelerate high
energy (“hot”) electrons at currents that would far exceed the Alfven limit. Hot electron
propagation can be inhibited when bulk electron motion is unable to provide a return
current such that the total current is nearly zero. The ability of the material to generate a
sufficient return current, and permit propagation of the non-collisional hot electrons, is
strongly affected by the material conductivity. Here we present an experimental study of
the interplay between the conductivity of strongly heated solid density matter and the
propagation of laser accelerated hot electrons.
We diagnose the hot electrons by imaging the coherent transition radiation(CTR)
generated from the target’s back surface into vacuum. The 1ω and 2ω harmonics of the
CTR were imaged using a 10x microscope objective to CCD cameras. The spatial profile
and energy emitted at the rear surface were evaluated, showing marked differences
between high and low conductive materials.
The conductivity is changed through both target temperature and material
selection. CTR images of electrons propagating in high conductive targets, aluminum,
displayed a high degree of collimation and a spot size 2.5x smaller than the focal spot. In
contrast, CTR images from low conductive target exhibited significant expansion of the
vi

electron beam. Electron propagation through the dielectric experienced 2x divergence on
average compared to the aluminum. The 1ω and 2ω CTR images of heated aluminum
were both 1.2 times greater area on average than the corresponding unheated spot sizes.
Evaluating the energy contained in a 7.5 x 7.5 micron square, the unheated targets have
1.6x more energy for 1ω and 2x greater for 2ω on average. The reduction in material
conductivity produces an electrostatic field opposing the hot electron beam leading to a
reduction in energy and increased divergence of the electron beam.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Lasers are present in virtually every aspect of our lives and have a wide range of
applications ranging from the ordinary, scanning bar codes, to the extraordinary, medical
surgery, fusion energy, etc. High intensity lasers have proliferated over the last 30 years
due to the process of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [1]. In CPA, a pulse is dispersed
in time, amplified, and then compressed back to the original pulse duration yielding a
high peak power. This reduces the potential for component laser damage and nonlinear
effects associated with high energy laser pulses.

CPA has allowed six orders of

magnitude increase in peak power with the potential for more as shown in figure 1 [2].

Figure 1:

Focused laser intensity timeline. Dotted line indicates proposed intensity
increase. Reproduced from [2].
1

As the above figure displays, the high peak powers combined with a tightly focused beam
generates high intensities which produce large number of energetic (“hot”) electrons
transported as a current.
There are a wide range of applications for hot electron currents including X-ray
generation [3], pulsed radiography [4], warm dense matter studies [5,6], intense ion
beams [7] and laser fusion [8]. The most promising and widely studied topic is laser
fusion, so this paper will consider electron current propagation in the context of laser
fusion.
Fusion energy is being pursued in two main thrusts – magnetic confinement
fusion (MCF) and inertial confinement fusion (ICF). MCF uses a magnetic field to
contain a low density, ~1020 m-3 deuterium-tritium plasma in a 10 meter toroidal vacuum
vessel.

The thermonuclear reaction occurs slowly ~1 second.

In ICF, a 100µm

deuterium-tritium target is compressed to densities of 1032 m-3 by approximately 1MJ of
laser energy [9]. The ICF timescale is 1ns or less and the ions are confined by their own
inertia.
The most widely known ICF experiment occurs at the NIF laser facility at
Lawrence Livermore National Lab shown in figure 2.

2

Figure 2:

Pictures of NIF laser facility. Overall footprint is equal to 3 football fields
(Image courtesy of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory).

In ICF on NIF, a target capsule is adiabatically imploded by an external radiation
source. The kinetic energy of the imploded shell is eventually converted to thermal
energy creating ignition conditions at a central hot spot. Several inherent issues have
been encountered: the hot spot requires minimal disturbance from laser-target generated
particles, a low adiabat must be maintained for optimal compression, and the implosion is
inherently unstable hydrodynamically as two fluids of different mass, target and capsule,
are being accelerated simultaneously.
Another approach to fusion energy that decouples the target compression from the
ignition offers a solution with the NIF approach to ICF. In the Fast Ignition scheme, a
target experiences reduced compression with a large current of relativistic electrons
externally generated striking the fuel creating ignition potentially resulting in greater gain
[10]. In this scenario, the electrons must propagate a distance of a couple hundred
microns through a dense plasma without significant energy loss or divergence. An
overview of both ICF applications is shown in figure 3.

3

Figure 3:

Schematic overview of laser ICF ignition schemes. Hot spot ignition at top
and the bottom shows fast ignition. (Image courtesy of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)

It has been observed [11-13] that the electron propagation is affected by a number
of different issues – beam divergence [14-16], plasma instabilities [17, 18] and electric
inhibition [19-21]. The main purpose of this research is to explore the role of electric
inhibition in electron propagation.

Intense electron currents cannot propagate

undisturbed without a compensating return current. The return current is dependent on
the material conductivity. The focus of this thesis is measurement of the quantitative
difference in electron propagation in two different conductivity regimes. We influence
the material conductivity through two methods, changing the target temperature and
material selection.

4

The primary diagnostic measuring electron propagation is optical radiation
emitted from electrons escaping, or transitioning, from the rear surface of the target into
vacuum.

When the emitted transition radiation is coherent (CTR), distinct spectral

components at harmonics of the laser frequency are observed.

The CTR gives

information both about the electron spatial distribution and the temperature through the
emitted harmonic.

The main drawback is the emitted radiation intensity depends

nonlinearly on the coherence of the electron bunch and gives information only about the
electrons that can escape the target sheath field.
This thesis is organized as follows.

The next chapter describes the basic

interaction of high-intensity lasers with solid density targets and single electron motion in
an external field. Chapter 3 introduces the laser interaction with an overdense target.
Different effects manifest as a function of laser intensity. The thermal transport of the
laser pulse throughout the target is discussed. Chapter 4 explains the propagation of
electrons through a solid density medium.

Material conductivity as a function of

temperature, return currents, and plasma instabilities are all discussed.

Chapter 5

explains the theory of transition radiation. The theory is extended from single particle
radiation to large numbers of electrons generated in a laser-target interaction. Chapter 6
describes the experimental layout including the GHOST laser.

The target chamber

geometry is described along with the experimental techniques related to the positioning
of a solid target in the laser focal plane. Chapter 7 details the 1ω, 2ω CTR observed for
multiple experiments.
explained.

The hydrodynamic code used to model the heating beam is

A conductor, aluminum, was compared with an insulator, Al/Plastic

sandwich. The Al foil conductivity was reduced by introducing a heating beam with
different time delays prior to the arrival of the main beam. The emitted CTR energy and
area of the heated Al foils were compared to unheated Al foils. For comparison, the
5

sandwich Al/Plastic target was also heated and the observed CTR compared to unheated
Al/Plastic. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, summarizes the results and discusses future
directions.
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Chapter 2: Introduction to High-Intensity Laser Solid Interactions
High Energy Density Physics refers to states of matter with an energy density of
at least 1011 J/m3 corresponding to a pressure of 1Mbar. This regime can be accessed
with many different devices: lasers, pulsed power devices, linear accelerators and gas
guns. The baseline parameters for High Energy Density Physics are 500T magnetic field,
1011 V/m electric fields and light pressure I/c of ~0.3 Gbar [22]. The introduction of
chirped pulse amplification has allowed lasers to easily achieve these values in a
traditional laboratory. The current starting point for high energy density physics occurs
at a laser intensity of 3.5 * 1016 W/cm2. This occurs when the peak electric field of the
8π I
is equivalent to atomic unit of the electric field,
laser wave Eo =
c
4πε o ℏ 2
e
9
is the Bohr radius. In the GHOST lab,
Ea = 2 = 5.1*10 V / cm where aBohr =
me e2
aBohr
peak intensities above 1* 1019 W/cm2 are typical.
In this chapter, basic plasma concepts will be review including general laser target
interaction. Single particle motion in the presence of an intense field will be derived.

2.1 PLASMA CONCEPT OVERVIEW

Plasmas respond to charge perturbations with an oscillation frequency given by

ne e 2
ε o me

ωp =

(1)

where e is the electron charge, ne is the electron density, and me is the electron mass.
This frequency is called the plasma frequency and is proportional to the electron density.
Each species in the plasma has its own frequency, but typically the most important and
the one we are concerned with is the electron frequency. A metal target at solid density,
7

1*1023 cm −3 has a plasma frequency ω p = 2*1016 s −1 . The spatial scale of a plasma is

typically defined by the Debye length [23],

λD =

kTe + kTi
4π e 2 no Z

where kTe is the electron temperature, kTi

(2)

is the ion temperature, Z is the average

charge state, and no initial electron density. The Debye length is the length over which a
plasma observes charge neutrality. The Debye length is derived based on the assumption
that the plasma is weakly coupled, eφ<<kT, where the potential energy is much less than
the kinetic energy of the plasma. This assumption is not always valid in the high energy
density regime.

2.2 LASER-TARGET INTERACTION INTRODUCTION

Laser technology has allowed shorter and shorter pulse durations, 40fs to 1ps are
typical, with increasing laser contrast. Theoretically, a high-contrast, short pulse laser
can interact with a completely undisturbed target at density no . In reality, the laser may
consists of prepulses of 10-5 to 10-8 compared to the main pulse intensity and preceding
the main pulse up to 1ns. A laser pulse with peak intensity 1019 W/cm2 and a pre-pulse
10-6 prior the main pulse by 100ps can generate a micron length preplasma at the target
front surface. As the laser interacts with the target, the laser energy is transferred to the
electrons which oscillate in the laser electric field. Ionization can occur via multiple
processes while some electrons can be directly accelerated by the laser field which is
covered in chapter 3. The transfer of laser momentum to the target causes the ablated
plasma layer to be ejected away from the target with velocity [24]

Cs =

k ( ZTe + Ti )
Mi
8

(3)

where Te , Ti are the electron and ion temperatures, k is the Boltzmann constant, and M i
is the ion mass. The density scale length is
Ln = n

where n is the plasma density,

dx
≈ Csτ L
dn

(4)

dn
is the slope at the density n , and τ L is the laser pulse
dx

duration. For a surface temperature of 1keV and pulse duration of 120fs, the plasma has
expanded a distance of 10nm in an Al target.
As the laser EM wave transitions from vacuum to target preplasma, we obtain the
dispersion relation for an electromagnetic wave traveling through a plasma

ω 2 = ω 2pe + k 2c 2

(5)

If a wave has a frequency ω < ω pe , then k<0 and wave propagation ceases. This cutoff,
expressed in terms of electron density, is called the critical density [25]
1.1×1021 −3
ncr = γ
cm
λu [µ m]

(6)

The laser actually can propagate further via an exponentially decaying wave. This is
c
. Since the critical density is proportional to the
called the collisionless skin depth l =

ω pe

laser intensity ncr ∼ γ , the laser can penetrate further into a target at higher intensities.
This is due to the fact that the mass of electrons increase as they become relativistic. This
has been experimentally observed [26] and with the correct combination of target/laser
parameters the whole target may become transparent to the laser pulse [27].

2.3 SINGLE ELECTRON MOTION

Lasers transfer the majority of their energy into electrons through the interaction
of the oscillating laser electromagnetic fields at the critical density surface. The motion
9

of an electron in an E-M plane wave has previously been solved [28] and is the starting
point for describing electron motion in a laser field. For a non-relativistic electron in a
vacuum under the influence of a linear polarized plane wave, conservation of momentum
yields the equation of motion

v = vosc sin ( wLt ) + vo

(7)

where vo is the particle velocity just after ionization, ωL is the laser frequency, and
eEo
called the electron quiver velocity. The cycle averaged kinetic energy of this
vosc =
meω L
oscillating electron is

e 2 E o2
1
2
Up =
mvosc =
2
4 m eω L2

(8)

called the ponderomotive potential. In a plane wave interaction with an electron, no net
energy is transferred to the electron.

The electron will oscillate during the pulse

interaction time and then return to initial velocity [29].
For relativistic motion, the electron oscillation velocity approaches c.

The

oscillation velocity is related to the laser intensity through the normalized laser
amplitude,

ao =

eEo
v
= osc = 8.55 ×10−10 I (W / cm2 )
meωL c
c

(9)

A value of 1 corresponds to a laser intensity I = 1.4 × 1018 (W / cm 2 ) . The electron motion
is described by [30] the Lorentz Force equation
dp
1


(10)
= e E + v× B
dt
c


along with an energy equation
d
(11)
γ mc 2 ) = −e ( v i E )
(
dt

p2 
where p = γ mv and γ = 1 + 2 2  . If we consider a plane wave polarized along the x mc 
axis, the transverse momentum can be written px = ao mc sin (ωt ) . If the electron is at rest
10

before the EM wave arrives, the longitudinal and transverse momentum of the electron
p2
can be related through pz = x . An expression for the longitudinal momentum is then
2mc
ao2 mc
obtained pz =
(1 − cos ( 2ωt ) ) . From the momenta, the electron orbits can be derived
4
and are plotted for several values of ao (figure 4). The electron now has a longitudinal
component that grows with time or distance called the drift velocity and can be calculated
a2
1 dz
= o 2.
as
.
c dt 4 + ao

Figure 4:

Electron motion in the presence of a large amplitude intensity EM plane
wave. The values for ao correspond to intensities of 1017, 1018, and 1019
W/cm2.
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At the target plane, lasers are tightly focused with large radial intensity gradients
and a plane wave interaction with electron is not complete. The ponderomotive force, the
gradient of the oscillation potential, describes electron motion at the focus. If we first
consider the non-relativistic case, the equation of motion for an electron is
dv y
e
= − Ey ( r )
dt
m

(12)

with the EM wave propagating in the x-direction with a radial variation in the y-axis
only. The electric field can be Taylor expanded

E y ( r ) ≃ Eo ( y ) cos (ωt − kz ) + y

∂Eo ( y )
cos ( ωt − kz )
∂y

(13)

and the velocity approximated to 2nd order v y = v (y1) + v (y2 ) . Plugging back into the Lorentz
equation, the 2nd order velocity term yields
∂v (y2)
∂E ( y )
e2
= − 2 2 Eo o
cos 2 ( ωt − kz ) .
me ω
∂t
∂y

(14)

Multiplying by me and taking the cycle-average yields,
∂v(y )
2

f p = me

∂t

=−

e 2 ∂Eo2
= −∇U p
4meω 2 ∂y

(15)

which is the gradient of the ponderomotive potential. As the electron motion becomes
relativistic, the force must be derived in a more rigorous, non-perturbative manner. One
method is to define the oscillation center as a pseudo particle with an effective mass in
the rest frame [31]. The relativistic ponderomotive force is most commonly expressed in
the literature as

f p = −me c 2∇γ osc

(16)

The ponderomotive force will serve to accelerate the electrons out of the focus at an
angle as the equations of motion contain both transverse and longitudinal components.
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The angle can be found using the momenta relation

tan θ =

p⊥
2
=
.
γ −1
p

13

p =

p⊥2
2mc

which yields

Chapter 3: Laser Interaction with Overdense Plasma
The laser-target interaction is governed by the characteristics of the laser pulse:
energy, pulse duration, and temporal profile. A laser with low-contrast or long pulse
duration will have to propagate through large amounts of plasma before reaching the
critical surface. In this case, significant laser energy could be consumed prior to reaching
the critical density surface.

A high-contrast, short pulse laser will interact almost

exclusively with an overdense target the front surface being the critical surface. The laser
parameters determine the response of the target, i.e. melting, ablation, ionization, which
in turn influences the further laser propagation.
Interaction processes can also be categorized according to laser intensity. The
rapid increase in laser intensity has necessitated a large amount of effort to develop
models that can accurately describe the physics occurring. Collisional effects seem to
dominate the laser interaction until intensities reach 1015 W / cm 2 [32]. At this intensity,
the quiver velocity of the electron becomes comparable to the thermal velocity of the
plasma thus reducing the collision frequency. Electron temperature has been found to
generally scale with laser intensity THot ∝ ( I λ 2 ) .
b

Early experiments [50] involving

resonance absorption or vacuum heating showing a scaling THot ≈ 100keV ( I λ 2 )

1/3

where

λ is measured in microns and laser intensity in units of 1017 W / cm 2 . For comparison, an
intensity of 1.5 ∗1019 W / cm 2 yields an approximate electron temperature of 500keV. At
intensities approach 1019 W / cm 2 a more appropriate scaling related to the ponderomotive
potential is obtained [44]

(

THot ≈ .511  1 + ( I17 λµ m 2 ) /11.3


)

1/2

− 1


(17)

A generalized overview of laser processes compared to laser intensity is shown
in figure 5.
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Figure 5:

General overview of laser-target interactions as a function of laser intensity.
Reproduced from [33].

3.1 COLLISIONAL ABSORPTION
One of the most fundamental laser-target energy conversions mechanisms is
through collisions.

As mentioned previously, the laser energy is preferentially

transported to electrons through the electric field. The electrons then transport energy to
the target via collisions with the ion lattice.
The Lorentz force equation for an electron now includes a collisional term [24]
dv
v 

(18)
m = −e  E + B  − mν ei v
dt
c 

where ν ei is the electron-ion collision frequency given by
15

4 ( 2π )
ν ei =
3

1/2

ne Ze4
ln Λ .
m 2 ve3

(19)

In this equation, ne is the electron density, Z is the number of free electron per atom, and
b
ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm with Λ = max corresponding to the limits of the
bmin
scattering cross section. bmax is the Debye length and bmin is the classical distance of
closest approach. If we consider a plane wave propagating in the z direction on a slab of
plasma, we obtain the wave equation
d 2E ω2
(20)
ε ( z) E = 0 .
+
dz 2 c 2
z
we obtain an expression for the dielectric
Assuming a linear density profile, ne = ncr
L
function

ε = 1−

z
.
L (1 + iν ei / ω )

(21)

The collision frequency dependence on density is neglected and the value for ν ei is taken
at the critical density. Plugging into the wave equation, yields the equation


2
2 

d E ω
z

E = 0.
+
1
−
(22)
dz 2 c 2 
 iν ei  
L 1 +

ω  

d 2E
Changing variables, this equation can be written
− η E = 0 which has the solution
dη 2

E (η ) = α Ai (η ) . The function Ai (η ) is an Airy function and α is a constant chosen by
matching the electric field at the vacuum-plasma interface, z=0. The electric field at the
interface can be represented as an incident wave and a reflected wave multiplied by eiφ
where
4

φ =  −η ( z = 0 ) 
3
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3/2

−

π
2

.

(23)

The imaginary part of φ is the damping term and the fractional absorption due to
collisional damping is

 8ν L 
f A = 1 − exp  − ei  .
 3c 

This analytical model assumed a smooth, linear density profile and

(24)

ν ei

ω ≪ 1 which is

rarely encountered with an ultrashort pulse incident on an overdense target.

Low

intensity absorption calculations with overdense targets are obtained through
experimental observation calculating the reflected laser pulse using a Fresnel reflection
model [34, 35]. Laser absorptions of up to ~50-60% at 1015 W / cm 2 were measured.

3.2 THERMAL TRANSPORT

The laser deposits the majority of its energy in a volume V ≃ lsπ r 2 where ls is the skin
depth, and r is the laser focal spot radius. The energy of the laser pulse can then be
transported in the form of a thermal wave described by the traditional heat flux equation
[36] Q = −κ∇T where Q is the heat flux, κ is the electron thermal conductivity and T is
the electron temperature. The heat transport can be described as collisional or radiative
depending on the material temperature. This thesis is primarily interested in thermal
transport in the context of a low intensity laser pulse ∼ 1015 W / cm 2 . In this regime, only
collisional effects are considered. The thermal conductivity can be expressed as
1
κ = λMFP ve cv where ve is the electron velocity, cv is the specific heat, and λMFP is the
3
electron mean free path. The mean free path is the electron velocity times the collisional
relaxation time λMFP = veτ . Substituting the coulomb collision relaxation time yields an
expression for the heat conduction

9 3 k B ( k BTe )
κ=
16π me Ze 4 ln Λ
5/2
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(25)

Here ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm which defines the maximum and minimum collision
impact parameters. The thermal conductivity can be related to the electrical conductivity
κ
by the Wiedemann and Franz law ∼ T which means for an ideal plasma σ ∼ T 3/ 2 . The
σ
heat flow into the target takes the form of a thermal wave with a self-similar solution
which means the shape of the thermal wave remains constant as the wave propagates into
the target. The depth of the heat wave can be given by [37]
n


x f ≃ 65  23 e −3 
 10 cm 

−7/9


 I abs
−2/9
Z 
 1015 W 2
cm








5/9

 t 


 100 fs 

7/9

nm .

(26)

If we assumed 20% absorbed light at an intensity of 5 ∗ 1015 W / cm 2 , after 60ps the
location of the heat front is ~5µm. The surface temperature can be estimated using the
absorption coefficient for the normal skin effect [38]
1/12

n


Te ( 0 ) = 119  23 e −3 
 10 cm 


 I abs
1/12
Z 
 1015 W 2
cm


1/3


1/6
  t 
 
 eV .
  100 fs 


(27)

Using the same laser parameters for the heating wave depth, a surface temperature of
130eV is obtained at a time of 150fs.

These simple, analytical estimates can be

compared to the results from a commercial Hydrodynamics code described in section 7.1
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3.3 COLLISIONLESS ELECTRON TRANSPORT
3.3.1 Resonance Absorption

Consider a light wave incident at an angle θ on an inhomogeneous plasma slab
with increasing density profile from 0 to critical density over a length, L. Figure 6 shows
this scenario with y-z being the plane of incidence.

Figure 6:

P-polarized light wave incident on a plasma slab at an angle θ.
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Let’s first consider a light wave polarized out of the plane of incidence, spolarized. The wave is obliquely incident on the plasma surface and the wave equation
can be written [24]

∂ 2 Ex ∂ 2 Ex ω 2
+ 2 + 2 ε ( z ) Ex = 0
c
∂y 2
∂z

(28)

where E = Ex x and y-z is the plane of incidence. The dielectric constant is a function of
z only and k y must be conserved. Plugging in to the wave equation yields
d 2 E( z) ω 2
+ 2 ( ε ( z ) − sin 2 θ ) E ( z ) = 0
2
dz
c
Since ε = 1 −

(29)

ω p2 ( z )
, the laser will reflect at a density lower than the critical density as
ω2

seen by ω p = ω cos θ . The s-polarized wave has no component normal to the interface
and is simply reflected.
If a light wave is polarized in the plane of incidence, E = E y y + E z z or ppolarized, a component of the electric field exists that can drive electrons along the
direction of the density gradient. Consider the same light wave obliquely incident on the
plasma only now the wave is p-polarized. Using Poisson’s equation, ∇i( ε E ) = 0 along
with the vector identity

∇i( ε E ) = ε∇i E + ∇ε i E
we obtain ∇i E = −

(30)

1 ∂ε
Ez . When ω = ω p , a resonance is driven due to ε = 0 . The light
ε ∂z

wave will again reflect at a density lower than then critical similar to the s-polarized case.
However, it now possesses a field component along the density gradient which generates
a standing wave at the turning point. The standing wave drives plasma oscillations along
the density gradient. Although reflection occurs and the electron oscillations do not
match the local plasma frequency, the fields can evanescently tunnel to the critical
density and if the distance is not too great, the field begins to resonantly excite a plasma
20

wave. Electrons in the plasma wave then acquire energy from the laser driven oscillating
field and are accelerated into the target through a process called wavebreaking [24].
In order to determine the energy transfer, the magnitude of the driving field must
be calculated. This is most easily done by solving for the magnetic field and relating it to
sin θ ∗ B ( z )
E
the electric field via Ampere’s law. The relation can be written E z =
= d
ε (z)
ε (z)
where the electric field normal component driving the resonance is Ed . The B-field is
solved using the assumption of a linear plasma density. The solution is the Airy function
with an exponential decaying term B = Ai (η ) exp − β . We now obtain a solution of the
driving field
Ed =

EFS
φ (τ )
2πω L / c

(31)

 −2τ 3 
 ωL 
where φ (τ ) ≃ 2.3τ exp 
 , τ =
 sin θ and EFS is the electric field of the light
 c 
 3 
1/3

wave in free space. φ (τ ) is plotted as a function of τ in figure 7. At normal incidence,
the light wave has no component along the density gradient and nothing to drive the
plasma oscillation. At large angles, the effect is diminished as the driver field must
propagate through a large amount of plasma and the field is reduced when the critical
surface is reached. In between the two angles, an optimal angle of incidence is given by
 ωL 

 sin θ ≃ 0.8 .
 c 
1/3
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Figure 7:

Resonance absorption as a function of τ.

3.3.2 Vacuum Heating

For resonance absorption, the plasma scale length was considered to be quite
large L ≫ λo .

For short scale lengths, electrons can be accelerated via a different

mechanism, vacuum heating. It was first proposed by Brunel [39] and has been verified
experimentally [40].

Similar to Resonance Absorption, a p-polarized light wave is

obliquely incident on a target. This time the interface is a sharp, overdense plasma. The
electric field component normal to the interface can pull an electron out of the overdense
target. Once out of the target, the electron is heated to ∼ vosc and the field sends the
electron back towards the target in one cycle. The light wave is stopped at the critical
density while the electron is accelerated into the target. The target is modeled as a
perfect conductor with an incident electric field E ( x, t ) = EL sin ( ωt ) and 100% light
reflected [39]. The electric field is given by Poisson’s equation on the surface
22

∆E = −4π e

x=0

∫ ndx = 4π en∆x .

(32)

−∆x

N
. Setting the
A∆x
N 2 Eo sin θ
two equations equal, relates the electron number to the electric field
the
=
A
4π e
E sin θ 1
1  dE 
power absorbed per unit area is given by  abs  ≈ ωo o
mo vo2 . This can be
A  dt 
4π e 2

The number of electrons pulled out into the vacuum is now known n =

written as
η
f =
 2π

3
  vosc 
 .
 2
  vL c cos θ 

(33)

where η measures how much heating is lost to the plasma and found to be ~1.57.
Numerical simulations conducted with intensities up to 1018 W / cm 2 [41] have been
performed that yield a wide range of absorption, 10-80%, depending on the input
parameters. It was also observed that the hot electron temperature scales with the square
root of intensity.
3.3.3 J x B Heating

Another electron acceleration mechanism that occurs on small plasma scale
lengths is JxB Heating. As the light wave interacts with the target, electrons in the skin
depth will oscillate perpendicular to the laser direction due to the ponderomotive force
2
(eqn. 15). At relativistic intensities > 1018W µ m
, the magnetic field becomes
cm 2
comparable to the electric field resulting in an additional force J × B = ne me vosc × B
directed along the k vector of the laser. Typical geometry of a laser interacting with a
step-like overdense target is shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8:

J x B heating with linear polarized light wave normally incident on an
overdense plasma slab.

The relevant physics can be understood by first considering the nonrelativistic
case. The force felt by the electrons from the laser is the ponderomotive force expressed
as F = −U p where U is the ponderomotive potential described in eqn. 8. Assuming an
electric field of the form E = Eo ( x ) yˆ sin ω t and plugging into the ponderomotive force
equation, the longitudinal component of the ponderomotive force can be written
m ∂ 2
Fx = −
vosc ( x ) (1 − cos 2ω t ) xˆ with x the direction along the laser direction. This is
4 ∂x
the force felt by an electron a depth x inside the plasma. The oscillating 2nd term serves
to accelerate electrons via an electrostatic field twice a laser cycle. Electrons oscillating
in a preferential phase are accelerated into the overdense target while the laser is reflected
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at the critical surface. J x B heating increases if more electrons can be accelerated. Two
obvious examples of this are lasers at higher intensities propagating further into an
overdense target or plasmas with lower densities up to the skin depth. It should be noted
that the oscillating term arises for a linearly polarized beam, but is not present when the
beam is circularly polarized. Relativistically, the Lorentz Force equation can be written
in terms of an electron fluid element [43]. The equation of motion for the element is

∂p
v ×B
+ v i∇p = −e  E +
(34)
∂t
c 

1
1
=
. Eqn. 34 can be rewritten by replacing E and
where p = γ mo v and γ =
v2
p2
1− 2
1− 2
c
γ
B with the vector, A, and electrostatic, φ potentials [44] and decomposing p into
transverse and longitudinal components. The original equation now consists of two
terms, a transverse

∂pT
e ∂A
=−
∂t
c ∂t

and longitudinal
∂pl
p ⋅∇p
e
p
= e∇φ −
−
×∇× A
2
∂t
me c 1 + p 2 / ( m c ) 2
me 1 + p 2 / ( me c )
e

(35)

(36)

component. Using a vector identity and rewriting in terms of the Lorentz factor, equation
36 can be expressed as

∂pL
= e∇φ − mo c 2∇ ( γ − 1) .
∂t

(37)

The first term is the electrostatic force while the second is the relativistic ponderomotive
force that accelerates electron forward in the laser vector direction. The corresponding
2
ponderomotive potential is expressed as U p = ( γ − 1) me c 2 . Substituting γ = 1 + p
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2

for linearly polarized light, where p 2 =

2
vosc
eEL
with vosc =
(eqn. 9) yields a hot
2
c
meωL

electron temperature scaling for J x B heating [45]


I λµ2
 511keV
Thot ≈  1 +
−
1


2.8 ∗1018



(38)

Summarized in figure 9 are the operating characteristics of the three main electron
acceleration mechanisms described – Resonance Absorption, Vacuum Heating, and JxB
Heating.

Figure 9:

Laser – target characteristics of the three collisionless processes described –
Resonance Absorption, Vacuum Heating, & J x B Heating. Reproduced
from [42].
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3.3.4 Skin Effects

The anomalous skin effect and sheath inverse-bremsstrahlung are two additional
overdense target energy transfer mechanisms. Typically, electrons interact in a distance
corresponding to the laser skin depth. At higher thermal velocities, the electrons can
propagate a distance larger than the skin depth λmfp > l into the material and deposit
their energy. The field and the energy deposition are then nonlocal. For short pulses, the
2.8kls
absorption coefficient is approximately [46] η ≈
.
cos θ
In sheath inverse-bremsstrahlung, the transit time of an electron through the skin
depth is longer than the laser period [47]. The electron acquire energy from laser field
oscillations in the skin layer.

These two processes are analogous to Brunel heating in

that they are present when the scale length is small and the laser is away from normal
incidence. There are greatest when the plasma pressure is greater than the light pressure
[30]

Io
660 I18
PL 2 c
=
≃
<1
PE ne k BTe 160n23TkeV

(39)

For a 10keV plasma and a density 1 ∗1023 cm −3 , we get a value of 6 assuming an
intensity of 1.5 ∗1019 W / cm 2 . For our experiment, resonance absorption/vacuum heating
should be the dominant heating mechanisms.
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Chapter 4: Electron Propagation in Overdense Targets
As discussed previously, lasers propagate a skin depth into an overdense target at
which the laser energy is deposited. Here we focus on the propagation of hot electrons
generated by the collisionless acceleration processes described in Section 3.3. The total
electric and magnetic fields generated in the target are described by Maxell’s equations
coupled to the material equations at all times.
∇i E = 4π e ( no − ne )
1 ∂B
c ∂t
4π
1 ∂E
∇× B = −
j+
c
c ∂t
∇i B = 0
∇× E = −

(40)

4.1 ELECTRON BEAM CHARACTERISTICS

Electrons are accelerated a spatial scale roughly on the order of the laser spot size
and length comparable to the laser pulse duration. For our experiment, we can assume a
cylindrical shape approximately 15µm in diameter and 40µm in length. The energy
distribution is approximately a Boltzmann energy distribution [48] although there are
several experiments that describe evidence of a two temperature distribution [49, 50,51].
This distribution consists of a dense, lower energy bulk temperature combined with a
much lower density tail of hot electrons.
Electrons with kinetic energy greater than the sheath field potential can escape
the target. An electron bunch leaving the positively charged target creates a dipole with
increasing length.

For electron detachment, we consider the distance between the
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electron bunch and the target to equal the geometric size of the bunch length [52]. For
Nr
KE>PE, λb − 1 > b c where γ b is the bunch Lorentz factor, Nb is the number of
l
electrons in a bunch, rc is the classic electron radius, and l is the bunch length. For
l ∼ 40 µ m and N b > 110 , the electrons escaping the target must have an energy ~1.5MeV.

4.2 ALFVEN LIMIT

If we consider a reasonable number of electrons N ∼ 1 ∗ 1012 , accelerated by the
laser, we obtain a current of 1MA.

Using the cylinder geometry of the previous

paragraph, a magnetic field of 10,000T exists on the surface of the cylinder. The energy
 B2  2
L
in the magnetic field is proportional to 
 π r L ln   where L is the electron
r
 2 µo 
propagation distance into the target and r is the electron beam radius. Plugging in the
experimental values, yields a value of 5J which is larger than the input laser energy.
This suggests there is an opposing field compensating or limiting the value. Currents of
this limit have been shown to be unstable [53] and must obey a limit called the Alfven
v
limit I A ≃ 17000γβ ( A) where β = and γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor. The limit
c
was derived for monoenergetic, uniform cosmic rays with a neutralizing background, but
the physics is extremely relevant to our case. The electron current generates a magnetic
field. As the current increases, so too does the magnetic field. As the Alfven limit is
approached, the outermost electron trajectories are deflected perpendicular to the
propagation axis by the magnetic field. This can be observed by solving the radial
equation of motion for an electron in a constant magnetic field. For a beam of radius ro ,
v
electron velocity vo , electron radial velocity vr , electron axial velocity vz and β o = o ,
c
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this can written in terms of dimensionless variables R =

r
v
v
t
, Vr = r , Vz = z ,τ =
ro
ro / vo
βoc
βoc

[54]. The resulting equations are
dR
= VR ,
dτ
dVR
I
2Vz
=−
,
3
dτ
 4πε o c β oγ o / e  R

(41)

Vz = (1 − VR2 )

1/2

The term in brackets is the Alfven current I A , VR is the electron radial velocity, R is the
normalized radius, τ is the normalized time, and Vz is the axial velocity. The particle
trajectories for different values of I / I A are shown in figure 10.

Figure 10:

Single electron orbit in a constant magnetic field generated from a uniform
current. Reproduced from [53].

The particle trajectories are approximately harmonic at low ratios of I / I A . Increasing
the current increases the radial velocity in turn reducing the particle oscillation period.
As the ratio approaches 1, the outermost particles are deflected until they have zero axial
velocity. The process is then self-limiting. This can be potentially overcome by an
opposing magnetic field from a return current opposing the hot electrons [55].
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4.3 RETURN CURRENTS
As the hot electrons penetrate inside a target, they produce an electrostatic field.
To preserve charge neutrality, bulk electrons flow in the opposite direction providing a
2π
= 1.77 ∗10−5 ne−1/2
return current. Charge neutrality occurs in a time given by ∆t ≈

ωp

[56]. For densities above 10 22 cm −3 , ∆t ≈ 10 −15 s . Return currents have been observed
experimentally [57] but in reality measuring return currents in a solid density target is
quite difficult. So, it is universally presumed that the hot electron current is balanced by
a return current j f ≃ − jr [58] for a conducting medium. The electric field generated by
the hot electrons is related to the current via Ohm’s law, jr = σ E where σ is the
material conductivity. The electrons heat the target through collisional heating that can
alter the conductivity of the medium.
A simple heating model has been developed [49] assuming complete current
neutralization j f ≃ − jr . The deposited energy per volume is related to the return current
by
Cv

d
j2
Te = E i j f = r
dt
σ

(42)

where Te is the cold electron temperature, Cv is the heat capacity, and σ is the electrical
conductivity. The heat capacity and conductivity are functions of temperature and are
3
computed at each time step. The heat capacity is modeled as an ideal gas Cv = k B ne .
2
The background electron density is written as ne = Z ∗ ni and is a function of temperature
through the ionization state modeled through More’s formula of the Thomas-Fermi
model [59]. The conductivity is adapted from a hydrodynamic simulation model [61].
Figure 11 shows the time evolution of resistive heating for three different hot electron
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current magnitudes from 1 ∗1012 A / cm 2 to 1 ∗1013 A / cm 2

which approximate the

experimental observed value.

Figure 11:

Time evolution of the bulk electron temperature as calculated using equation
42. Hot electron current was assumed to be 1MA contained in a cylinder of
radius ~4µm. The return current is calculated at the surface of the hot
electron beam.

4.4 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
The Drude model depicting a metal as immobile ions surrounded by a free
electron gas is the starting point for deriving electrical conductivity [62]. If we consider
electrons moving in a wire, the current density is given by j = ne ev where e is the
electron charge, ne is the number of electrons, and v is the average electron velocity.
When an external electric field is applied, the average electron velocity can be written as
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eEτ
where τ is the average collisional relaxation time. Plugging in the average
m
 n e 2τ 
velocity, yields an expression for the current density j =  e
 E which is related to
 m 
vavg = −

the conductivity through j = σ E . The conductivity of a metal is then written σ =

ne e 2τ
.
m

The free electron gas model can also calculate the conductivity as a function of
frequency. Consider an external electric field applied to a metal, the electron momentum
equation of motion is written.
dpe
p
= − e − eE .
dt
τ

(43)

A solution is written in the form pe ( t ) = Re ( pe ( ω ) exp ( −iωt ) ) and plugged into the
equation

of

motion.
The current density can then be written as
2
ne e / m E (ω )
n ep (ω )
j (ω ) = − e e
=
. The frequency dependent conductivity is then
m
(1/ τ ) − iω

(

)

σ (ω ) =
where σ o =

ne e 2τ
.
m

σo
1 − iωτ

(44)

High intensity laser interactions with overdense targets are characterized by rapid
heating with plasma temperatures of ~1keV are common for laser intensities of
1 ∗1019 W / cm 2 . For a short pulse laser, this means the target changes from a degenerate

solid to a fully ionized nondegenerate plasma at solid density. In the degenerate limit, the
electron

distribution is described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution [60]
1
where µ is the chemical potential, kT is the temperature and ε
f (ε ) =
exp ε − µ
+1
kT

(

)

is the energy. The distribution gives the probability that a state with energy ε and
chemical potential µ is occupied by fermions (electrons). At absolute zero, T=0K, the
electrons fill up all available states according to the Pauli Exclusion principle beginning
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with the lowest energy states available up to the Fermi energy EF =

ℏ2
3π 2 me ) . Above
(
2m

the Fermi energy, no state is occupied and the distribution resembles a step function. At
this temperature, the chemical potential is referred to as the Fermi energy. The Fermi
energy in metals is quite large ~5-10eV and so the step function condition is a good
approximation at room temperatures. At temperatures slightly above room temp, only the
electrons in the range +/-kT will be able to contribute. When the energy equals the
chemical potential, the distribution is ½ regardless of the temperature. This means half
the electrons are in the degenerate state and half have been promoted to an excited state.
These distributions are plotted in figure 12.

Figure 12:

The Fermi-Dirac distribution at different temperatures.
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The Fermi energy can be referred to as the Fermi temperature, TF as plasma distributions
are typically described in terms of temperature. At temperatures greater than TF, the
chemical potential becomes negative as more than half of the electrons are in excited
states. At T>>TF, the Fermi distribution then approximates an ideal gas. The chemical
Z
potential for a classical ideal gas is µ = −kT ln   . The occupancy of single states is
N
then very small analogous to an ideal gas obeying a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
The Fermi energy can be related to the material conductivity through the band
structure of the material. In a single atom, electrons orbits the nucleus in discrete energy
levels. When large number of atoms are combined to for a macroscopic solid, the energy
levels merge together to form broad bands. A material can be classified according to its
representative band structure.

The band structures of a metal, semiconductor and

insulator are shown in figure 13.

In a metal, the Fermi energy is located in the

conduction band while in an insulator the Fermi energy is located in the band gap
between the conduction and valence band. Only electrons with enough energy equivalent
to the band gap energy can be excited to the conduction band.
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Figure 13:

Fermi level location in band structure of a metal, semiconductor and
insulator.

If we consider that the melting temperature of Al is ~.1eV then it becomes clear
that the Drude model alone cannot explain conductivities observed in high intensity laser
solid target interactions. A more comprehensive model is required to accurately describe
the change in conductivity from a solid to plasma as a function of temperature. The Lee
and More model solves completely the transport coefficients obtained from the solution
of the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation [63]. A full quantum
mechanical model using quantum molecular dynamics based on density functional theory
[64]. A qualitative plot of aluminum conductivity versus temperature is shown in figure
14 using the equations from a hydrodynamic simulation model [61].
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Figure 14:

Log plot of aluminum conductivity versus temperature. The three regions
are based on different electron collisional models given in Ref [58].

The plot was generated using conductivity in the form σ =

ne e2
where ν is the electron
mν

collision frequency. The plot shows three different regions: 1, 2, and 3 with each region
having a unique electron collisional model.

The different models yield different

conductivity temperature dependences.

4.4.1 Region 1 – Solid state Conductivity
The conductivity in region 1 is governed by traditional solid state theory. The
electron collisional frequency is dominated by collisions with phonons.

As the

temperature is increased T ≫ TDebye , the phonon wavelength is on the order of the lattice
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spacing λ ≃ ao .

The scattering of electrons occurs predominantly through thermal

vibrations of the ions. The rms amplitude of the ion motion is directly related to the
temperature M iωo2 r 2 ≃ T . The electron-phonon relaxation time can be expressed as
1

τ

= ni vF A ≃ ni vF r 2 ≃

1 1
T
. When the relaxation time is plugged into the
3
ao me ao M iωo2

conductivity, we see that the conductivity scales as σ =

ne e2τ 1
∼ . This can also be
me
T

understood by considering that the phonons in any normal mode are given by [62]
1
kT
n ( q ) = β ℏω ( q )
≈ B
. The total number of phonons on the surface of allowed wave
e
− 1 ℏω ( q )
vectors for the scattering of a given electron is proportional to T. Since the number of
scatters scales with T, so will the resistivity ρ ∼ T .
At room temperature, we can use our knowledge of the material band structure to
estimate the difference in conductivity between a metal and an insulator. For aluminum,
which has three conduction electrons, the density of conduction electrons is 1.8*1029 m-3.
For polyethylene, which has a band gap of ~7.5eV [65] we can solve for the density by
2V
exp  −∆ε 
integrating the Fermi distribution over the density of states ~ N ≃
kT 

vQ
where V is the volume, ∆ε is the bandgap energy, and vQ is the quantum volume. The

 ∼ 4 ∗10−26 where the distance from the Fermi level to
exponent is exp  −1.5eV
.025eV 

3

h


−26 3
the conduction band is 1.5eV and the quantum volume is vQ = 
 ≃ 8 ∗10 m .
2
π
mkT


−26
N 2* 4 ∗10
=
≃ 1m −3 which is quite
The density of conduction electrons is given by
−26 3
V
8 ∗10 m

(

nonconductive.
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4.4.2 Region 3 – Ideal Plasma (Spitzer) Conductivity
As the temperature increases (>100eV), the target becomes a fully ionized, nondegenerate plasma and collisions are dominated by coulomb collisions. The change of
e2
momentum for a large angle collision is ∆ ( mv ) =
where v is particle velocity and ro
ro v
is the impact parameter. The cross section is written as π ro2 =

π e4
m2v 4

and increasing the

temperature serves to decrease the cross section as a function of velocity ∼ 1/ ve4 . The
collision frequency is written in terms of the cross section ν ei = nσ v and is given by [66]

ν spitzer

4
4
1/2 Z avg e me ne
= ( 2π )
ln Λ
3/2
3
( me kBTe )

(45)

where Z avg is the ionization degree, Te is the electron temperature, and ln Λ is the
coulomb logarithm. Λ is defined as

λD
ro

which is the ratio of the maximum/minimum

collisional impact parameter. λD is the Debye length. The conductivity is called the
Spitzer conductivity and written as

( k BT3 ) .
3
=
2 1/2
4 2π Ze me ln Λ
3/2

σ Spitzer

(46)

4.4.3 Region 2 –Warm Dense Matter Conductivity
In this temperature regime, 1eV - 100eV, neither solid state nor traditional plasma
theory adequately describe the governing physics. The material is no longer solid with
transition to metal occurring (Al at 1eV is ten times greater than the melting temperature)
while at constant density. At temperatures exceeding the Fermi temperature (TF ∼ 10eV ) ,
an extremely large number of energy bands is required in addition to dealing with
multiple particle species. Traditional plasma physics theory is not applicable due to the
strong degeneracy within the dense plasma. This can be observed through the plasma
coupling parameter which is the ratio of the potential energy to the thermal energy
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Ze2
Γ=
.
ro kT

Z is the atomic number of the atom and ro is interatomic distance
1/3

 3 
ro = 
 . At these densities and temperatures, the plasma has a coupling ratio of ~1
 4π n 

meaning electron degeneracy must be addressed and strong ion correlation exists. The
degeneracy reduces the number of electrons available to participate in conduction and as
such the Spitzer conductivity overstates the electron conductivity by a large factor [62].
This is represented in the Coulomb logarithm term which give the upper and lower
cutoffs for a Coulomb scattering event. At high temperatures and low densities, the
maximum screening length of the plasma is governed by the Debye length which is not
applicable for the densities encountered here. To correct for the electron degeneracy, the
electron contribution is multiplied by the logarithm derivative of the Fermi Integral which
represents the ratio of the actual field density to the free field density. The Debye
shielding is modified as

1
2
λDH

'
4π nI ( eZ )
4π ne e2 F1/2
=
+
kTe F1/2
kTI

2

where Te and TI are the

electron and ion temperatures respectively. The following approximation can be made to

avoid the computation of the Fermi integrals Te = (Te2 + TF2 ) . The approximation was
1/2

found to match within 5% of the Fermi integral [67] and provides a smooth fit between
the solid state and ideal plasma regimes.

A similar argument can be extended to the

lower cutoff parameter, the denominator in the Coulomb logarithm. In a non-generate,
high temperature plasma, the parameter is described by the classical distance of closest
Z1Z 2e2
approach bo =
at low energies and the uncertainty principle at high energies
mve2
λ
h
h
with λ being the de Broglie wavelength. At these temperature
=
=
2 2mv 2 ( 3mkTe )1/2
and density conditions, the screening length of the plasma becomes less than the
interatomic distance ro . When this occurs, defining a collisional impact parameter less
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than the interatomic distance is not valid. Therefore, we seek to express the minimum
impact parameter in the context of the uncertainty principle. At the fully degenerate
λ
h
limit, the minimum parameter is expressed as =
where the electron
2 2 ( 3mkTF )1/2
temperature is replaced by the Fermi temperature. In a similar manner to the max impact
parameter, we can connect the de Broglie and Fermi wavelength by the interpolation
h2
2
[67].
bmin
=
1/2
12mk (Te2 + TF2 )
In section 4.4.1, we derived the number of conduction electrons as
2V
N≃
exp  −∆ε  . In this region, let’s consider the material hot enough to
kT 

vQ
∆ε
completely bridge the band gap in an insulator, i.e. exp[− ] ≈ .5 . The number of
kT
conduction electrons is now ~ 1*10 25 m −3 . The number of electrons begins to approach to
number of electrons in aluminum at room temperature. At the temperatures and density
of WDM, the conductivity is not trivial, but it can be easily inferred that the conductivity
of an insulator and a metal could be quite favorable around the Fermi temperature.
In the context of the conductivity model presented here, the dense plasma effects
on the collision frequency can be understood by noting that the electron mean free path
becomes less that the interatomic distance. If we require the mean free path to be not less
1/3

than the ion sphere radius [61] λMFP
relaxation time be

1

τ

<

 3 
>
 , this is identical to requiring the collision
 4π ni 

ve
where ro is the ion sphere radius and ve is an electron velocity.
ro
1/2


kT 
The electron velocity is an interpolation between regions 1 and 3 ve =  vF + B e  .
me 

Plugging the relaxation time into the conductivity formula, we get
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e 2 ne
σ=
me

4

 π ni 
3


−1/3

2 1/2

2
2 / me ( 3 / 2kTe ) + ( 3 / 2kTF ) 



∼

1
.
T 1/2

(47)

4.5 ADDITIONAL ELECTRON PROPAGATION EFFECTS

The laser has accelerated a small population of hot electrons whose motion is
opposed by a current of colder electrons in the bulk of the material. The interaction of
the counterpropagating currents and their respective fields greatly influences the
characteristics of the hot electron transport. Any anisotropy in this interaction will lead
to changes in the current density distribution resulting in filamentation.
In this specific experiment, the electrons are propagating through a thin, 1.5
micron target. This is relevant because virtually all comparable experimental data in the
literature is measured with thicker targets from 10-100 µm. Also, our diagnostic of
transition radiation measures only the high energy tail of the accelerated electrons. Each
electron bunch accelerated by the laser propagates through the target in approximately 5
fs with the entire population of hot electrons passing through the target in roughly 100 fs.
The experimental observations of the number of filaments and occurrence with
experimental parameter are shown in figures 15 and 16. Typical images of 1ω filaments
from both an aluminum target and an Al/plastic target are shown in figure 17.
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Figure 15:

Number of filaments observed for all targets.

Figure 15 shows that two filaments are observed in the majority of cases with only five
instances of three filaments out of almost 400 total. Figure 16 shows the frequency of
filament occurrence by experiment type.

In aluminum, filaments were observed in

approximately 7% of all shots. This is contrast to the Al/plastic target with filaments
occurring in almost 30% of the targets. In aluminum targets, there is little difference in
the frequency of filament occurrence for both acceleration processes – 1ω, 2ω radiation
and whether the target is heated/unheated. The next few paragraphs will introduce some
of the standard mechanisms attributed to filament generation and evaluate their influence
in the context of the experimental results shown above.
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Figure 16:

Frequency of filament occurrence as a function of experimental parameter.

Figure 17:

Typical images of 1ω filaments. Al target is on the left and Al/plastic is on
the right. The viewing window is 10 x 10 µm.
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Both the hot electron and opposing return current have magnetic fields associated
with them. Any perturbation of the magnetic fields leads to displacement of that currents
which in turn further amplifies the magnetic field. This process is called the collisionless
Weibel Instability [68]. As the currents are separated transversely, current neutralization
goes away and the beam filaments. The instability can be suppressed if the outward
thermal force of the electron beam can balance the magnetic force [69]. Consider an
electron beam with density nB and radius ro moving through a solid with density no .
The magnetic field with exert a pinching force on the electron beam given by
v
Fpinch ≈ 2e2 nB ro ( B ) [70]. The electron beam has a temperature and divergence which
c
k T
generate a thermal pressure FP ≈ B causing the electron beam to expand. The ratio of
ro
n
2π k BT
the forces yields a threshold condition for filamentation to occur B >
when the
no
me c 2
c
which is equivalent in size to
beam radius is considered to be a filament of size ro ≈

ωp

the collisionless skin depth.

It should be noted that the skin depth dimension is

approximately .1µm which is less than the spatial resolution for this experiment (~2 µm).
In calculating the beam number, the beam was approximated as a cylinder with radius
4µm and length cτ where τ is the laser pulse duration. From CTR analysis in section
7.5.2, the number of hot electrons was determined to be ~1.4*1012. This yields a beam
n
density of 1*1027 m-3 which gives a ratio of B ∼ .01 with the plasma. For this
no
experiment, the condition for filamentation .01 > ~ 10 is not satisfied and this instability
doesn’t becomes important until the beam encounters plasma regions of low density.
Additionally, the growth rate can be expressed as a function of the beam density
1/2

Γ weibel

 n 
≈ ωB  B 
 γ no 

vB
where vB is the beam velocity and ωB is the beam frequency.
c
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Assuming the same beam density in our previous analysis, yields a growth rate of 17 fs
which corresponds to a distance of 5 µm a distance three time longer than the targets used
here. Features attributable to the Weibel instability have been observed experimentally in
low density targets (foams) and overdense targets with an induced plasma [71, 72]. In
the case of [71], a plasma was generated on the rear surface by a 2nd laser pulse. The
electrons exiting the target propagated through a plasma with a decaying density profile
with the critical density as a maximum. The electrons eventually propagated through a
density region suitable for the instability to occur.
The influence of the magnetic field on hot electron propagation has been
characterized [73] by solving the Fokker-Planck equations.

As the laser intensity

increases, the magnetic field plays a greater role in the electron propagation.

At

intensities ~ 1018 W / cm 2 , the magnetic field reduces the radial spread of the electrons and
increases the electron penetration depth when compared to purely collisional models.
This has been observed in both simulations [74] and experiments [75]. However, there
have been contradictory simulations [76] which show deflection of electrons from the
magnetic field highlighting the complexity of the problem.
The magnetic field is related to the resistivity via [42]
∂B
= η ( ∇ × j f ) + ∇η × j f .
∂t

(48)

The magnetic field grows in regions with spatial variations in either current or resistivity.
The first term gives rise to a B-field which pushes electrons into regions of higher
density. In a cylindrically symmetric beam, this generates a radial force which serves to
pinch the beam about its axis. Collimation can occur if the B-field deflects the fast
electrons through an angle θ over the distance ro / θ in which the beam radius doubles
r
[42]. For small angles, a condition for collimation can be written o > θ 2 where rg is the
rg
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electron gyroradius. Collimation occurs for divergence half-angles less than 15̊ and Bfields greater than 10T which are attainable for this experiment.
The second term in equation 46 arises due to resistive gradients in the material.
The B-field direction depends on the shape of the material resistivity. If the temperature
on axis is higher leading to a lower resistivity than the bulk material, then the electrons
will be pushed out of the beam increasing the divergence. This effect has been observed
in insulators due to the large difference in material resistivity [77]. For a metal, if we
assume a hot temperature of ~1keV on axis and room temperature for the bulk material,
the difference in resistivity values (figure 14) is approximately a factor of 2 different.
However, if the bulk material is preheated to ~10eV and then compared with a 1keV
temperature on axis, then the 2nd term increases in size serving to push electrons away
from the axis.
Resistive filamentation instabilities can occur when the return current is
collisional [78]. This a transverse instability driven by magnetic field fluctuations from
counter propagating electron currents. This is similar to the Weibel instability with the
main difference being collisions drive the resistive instability and the Weibel instability is
collisionless. Increases in the resistivity due to collisions lead to an increasing magnetic
field which then drives the instability resulting in the electron current filamenting. The
growth rate peaks for reduced beam temperatures and larger wavenumbers. This is
analogous to the Weibel instability in that the thermal pressure of the electron beam can
balance the pinching force exerted by the magnetic field suppressing the instability.
Experiments have been conducted where filamentation has been experimentally
observed in insulators, but absent in conductors [79]. The generating mechanism is
considered to be a spatial variation in the ionization front or leading edge of the electron
beam [80]. The ionizing front velocity increases or decreases due to local increases or
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decreases in the electron beam density. A localized increase in the electron beam density
accelerates the ionization front with respect to the rest of the beam. This further increases
the local beam density leading to filamentation. A qualitative picture of the mechanism
is shown in figure 18.

Figure 18:

Qualitative picture of the instability of the ionization front in an insulator.
Vf is the velocity of the ionization front.

The electric field of the ionization front has been estimated to be approximately 10% of
the atomic electric field and the width of the ionization front can be estimated from
4π nb ∆f
Poisson’s equation [80] Ea =
where Ea is the atomic electric field, nb is the
εo
beam density, and ∆f is the width of the front. Assuming 10% of the hot electrons
participate in the ionization process, a width of ~.1µm is calculated from Poisson’s
equation. This means that the maximum growth rate would correspond to perturbations
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on the order of the front thickness λ ≈ 2π f . This wavelength compares favorably to the
images shown in figure 17.
In summary, filaments were observed in heated and unheated aluminum less than
10% of the time and were observed in a heated/unheated insulator almost four times
greater rate than metal.

The target thickness of ~1 µm allows to exclude several

filamentation process due to the growth rate of such processes being on the order of
several microns. Additionally, the Weibel instability was excluded due to the high
plasma density associated with the overdense target and the transverse thermal electron
pressure opposing the magnetic pinching force.
The occurrence frequency of filaments in aluminum was similar whether the
material was heated or not. This suggests that changes in the resistivity on the order of
several orders of magnitude do not influence the generation of filaments. In the insulator,
filaments are observed with greater frequency when the material was heated.

An

insulator that is heated should have a lower resistivity than at room temperature. Based
on these observations, neither the resistive filamentation instability nor the magnetic field
are the leading cause of filamentation.

Spatial variations in the ionization front

propagating through an insulator have been found to generate filaments. The filaments
observed here fit with the analysis performed in the preceding paragraph describing the
ionization front instability. The number of filaments observed is two and in a few shots
three. This low number seems to exclude filament recombination or like processes
instead suggesting a single perturbation causing the beam to split. This would explain the
increase in frequency of observed filaments in the insulator as compared to metal. In the
insulator, a greater occurrence of filaments was observed when the target was heated. A
possible explanation is the heating beam generates a small perturbation in the electron
density that in turn is magnified by the main beam. A similar explanation can be
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extended to aluminum. The low frequency of filaments observed in aluminum, ~7%
suggests the interplay of multiple experimental parameters: material defects, irregular
laser performance, etc as opposed to a single effect that contributes to variations in the
electron density. A more rigorous analysis of the filamentation is beyond the scope of
this paper and would require additional experimental data. It is worth repeating that the
spatial resolution is limited to 2µm and improving the resolution would yield valuable
insight into the potential existence of smaller filaments.
4.6 ELECTRON STOPPING POWER
4.6.1 Collisions

The propagation of hot electrons dominated by collisions is given by the BetheBloch [81] formula modified for electrons
 


  2


dE
K Z 1   τ ∗ (τ + 2 ) 

(49)
ln 
−
= ρ
+ F (τ ) − δ ( βγ ) 
2 
2 
dx
2 Aβ


I
 2


   me c 2  


 

v
Here ρ is the material density, β = , Z is the charge number of the medium, A is the
c
atomic weight, τ is the kinetic energy divided by the electron rest mass, K is the constant
terms ∼ 4π N A re2 me c 2 , I is the excitation energy of the medium, δ is a density correction
term, and F ~ β 2 is a function where the relativistic terms where combined. Using the
ESTAR database at NIST, a 1MeV electron has a range of approximately 2mm. It is
reasonable to assume that ~MeV electrons will travel at least on the order of 1mm if only
collisions are considered.
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4.6.2 Collective

The bulk electrons associated with the return current will generate an electric field
in opposition to the fast electron current. The effect of the field can be found by
considering a Maxwellian distribution confined by an electric field [82] E = −∇ φ .
Writing the electric field in terms of the electron temperature and plugging into the
continuity equation yields

∂n
 σT

= ∇ i H ∇n  .
∂t
 en


(50)

This is a nonlinear diffusion equation with the solution
2

where no =

2
2 I abs
τ laser
9eTH3σ

 t  zo 
n = no 
(51)


 τ laser  z + zo 
3T 2σ
and zo = H . The electron propagation distance zo can be
I abs

written as a function of laser intensity, conductivity, and hot electron temperature [82]

σ
 TH  
  I abs
zo = 
  6 −1 −1  
 200keV   10 Ω m   1018 W
cm 2

2

−1



 12 µ m .



(52)

Conductivity values in the region of 10eV have been measured [34] to be approximately
1 ∗10 6 Ω −1m −1 . If 40% laser absorption is assumed from a 1.5 ∗1019 W / cm 2 laser pulse,

electron temp of 1.5MeV, and a conductivity ∼ 1 ∗10 6 Ω −1m −1 , a propagation distance of
120µm is obtained. This distance is notably less than the collisional mean free path. The
model has some shortcomings as the Spitzer conductivity is used for a dense plasma, but
establishes the fact that electric field inhibition is a greater effect than collisions on
electron penetration and dominates target heating on short time scales [19].
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Chapter 5: Transition Radiation
A charged particle uniformly moving in a homogeneous medium emits no
radiation. An exception is Cherenkov radiation. If the particle is traveling with phase
velocity greater than light in that medium, then the particle can emit radiation [83].
However, radiation can be emitted when the uniformly moving particle encounters a
sharp interface between two different media called transition radiation [84]. The moving
particle has an electric field with certain characteristics in one region and different
characteristics in the other. At the interface, the electric fields are dissimilar and a
transverse current is generated to satisfy the boundary conditions. The current is then the
source term for the emitted radiation in both the forward and backward direction. In
order for a sufficient current to be generated, the dielectric properties of the two materials
should be sufficiently different.

Specifically, in laser-target interactions, the sharp

interface typically occurs between a metal target and vacuum although plasma-vacuum
interfaces have been observed [85]. Transition radiation was initially derived in the
context of a single particle crossing an interface. Recent papers have included theory
applicable to transition radiation from electrons accelerated by a laser.

5.1 SINGLE PARTICLE TRANSITION RADIATION

Transition radiation is traditionally described by the pseudo-photon method [86].
The pseudo-photon method is a calculation simplification of the perturbation method for
electromagnetic processes. The electric field of a particle can be replaced by a similar
field of photons when the particle nears relativistic velocities v → c . The longitudinal
field of the particle is small enough to be ignored and the particle is assumed to propagate
with purely transverse fields like a photon as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19:

Electric field at point r and time t of a particle, Ze moving with velocity v.
At the velocity increases, the transverse field becomes larger than the
longitudinal, ET>>EL.

Following the formalism of [87], we consider the transition radiation of a single particle
traveling perpendicular to one interface.

Figure 20 illustrates the particle-interface

layout.
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Figure 20:

Illustration of transition radiation of a single particle traveling normal to an
interface. ε1 , ε 2 are the dielectric constants of the first and second media and
z=0 is the interface.

The particle is traveling in the z-direction with the interface defined to be the plane xy
(z=0) and the angles θ1 ,θ 2 determine the angles of radiation into the forward and
backward directions. The Maxwell equations for the potentials are of the form:
ε ∂2 A
4π
∆A − 12 2 = −
evδ ( r − vt )
c ∂t
c
4π
ε ∂ 2ϕ
∆ϕ − 12 2 = −
eδ ( r − vt )
c ∂t
ε1

(53)

where the subscript 1 refers to the left of the interface and subscript 2 describes the fields
on the right side. The solution for the potentials is found by expanding into Fourier
integrals and the electric field will be expressed as
iω
E (k,ω ) =
A ( k , ω ) − ikϕ ( k , ω ) .
c

(54)

The complete solution for the electric field consists of the charge and the radiation fields
E1Tot = E1' + E1rad .

The radiation fields can be solved for by applying the boundary

conditions of the electric field at the interface z=0. The tangential component is written
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'
rad
and the normal component ε 1 ( E1' n + E1rad
The
E1't + E1rad
= E2' t + E2rad
t
t
n ) = ε 2 ( E2 n + E2 n ) .

rad
= 0 combined with the boundary conditions and electric
additional requirement ∇i E1,2

field solutions for heterogeneous equations allow a solution for the radiation electric
fields. The radiation field in the 2nd medium is
rad
2

E

where β =

(

)

( ε1 − ε 2 ) 1 − β 2ε 2 + β ε1 − ε 2 sin 2 θ 2
−iek z 2 q 2
= 2
π v ( ε1k z 2 + ε 2 k z1 ) (1 − β 2ε cos 2 θ ) 1 + β ε − ε sin 2 θ
2
2
1
2
2

(

)
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v
ω
ω
, and the photon radiation angles are q =
ε1 sin θ1 and k z1 =
ε1 cos θ1
c
c
c

to the left on the interface. The angles on the right of the interface are similar, but with
the subscript 2. The angular and frequency dependence of the radiation is given by the
c
energy flux through the interface S z =
( E × H ) z dxdydt . Plugging in for the
4π ∫
expression for the fields, yields an expression for the angular distribution of the radiation
2

dI 2
E rad
= 4π 2c ε 2 2
k2 .
d Ωdω
2k z 2

(56)

This equation is referred to as the Ginzburg-Frank formula in the literature.

5.2 LASER ELECTRON TRANSITION RADIATION

The concept of single particle transition radiation can be extended to the situation where a
high intensity laser accelerates large numbers of electrons available to produce transition
radiation. Hot electrons have a divergence angle and temperature distribution that must
be accounted for.

The transition radiation consists of two distinct components,

incoherent transition radiation (ITR) which is the sum of the radiation spectra from
individual electrons and coherent transition radiation (CTR) which is governed by the
interference between the electrons. The collisionless acceleration mechanisms, resonance
absorption, J x B heating etc., can generate large number electron bunches at harmonics
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of the laser frequency. If the bunch form is maintained through the target, coherent
radiation is emitted at specific frequency corresponding to the acceleration process
present and at an angle related to the transverse bunch spread [88].
Following the formalism of Zheng [88], the radiation field can be written as a
N

summation E2r = ∑ Ei ( wi , ui ) exp[iωti − iqi pi ] for the configuration shown in figure 21.
i

Figure 21:

Configuration of the transition radiation calculation. Θ is the electron
propagation angle, and θ is the radiation emission angle.

Electrons move from left to right and the interface again is located at z=0. The particle
velocity, v, coordinate, r, and the radiation wave vector k are broken down into the

tangential and normal components: v = ( w, u ) = ( vx , v y , vz ) , r = ( ρ , z ) = ( x, y, z ) , and
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k = ( q ,η ) = ( k x , k y , k z ) . The particle and radiation emission direction are described by

two sets of angles, ( Θ, Φ ) and (θ , φ ) respectively. The energy spectrum, the GinzburgFrank formulas, is expressed as
d 2E
c
=
d ω d Ω 4 ( 2π )6 sin 2 θ

2

N

∑ Ei ( wi , ui ) exp [iωti − iqi pi ] .

(57)

i =1

The spectrum can be separated into two parts: incoherent transition radiation (ITR) given
by

d 2 EITR
c
=
d ω d Ω 4 ( 2π )6 sin 2 θ

N

∑ E (w ,u )
i =1

i

i

i

2

(58)

and coherent transition radiation (CTR) given by:
N
d 2 ECTR
c
=
Ei ( wi , ui ) E ∗j ( w j , u j ) exp iω ( ti − t j ) − iq i( pi − p j )  . (59)
∑
6
2
d ω d Ω 4 ( 2π ) sin θ i , j =1
(i= j )

5.2.1 Incoherent Transition Radiation

The spectrum of incoherent transition radiation is governed by the radiation
spectra, or energy of the individual electrons. A large number of electrons are produced
by a high intensity laser and can be described by the appropriate distribution function.
We can select a distribution function and plug into equation 59. The summation can be
replaced by an integral and the dielectric function can be approximated by ε ≫ 1 which
is the case when the target is a metal. Plugging in the electric fields yields
β 2 sin Θ cos 2 Θ[sin θ − β sin Θ cos (φ − Φ )]2 fε ( ε , Θ, Φ )
d 2 EITR e2 N
. (60)
=
d ε d Θd Φ
2
dω d Ω π 2c ∫
(1 − β sin θ sin Θ cos (φ − Φ ) )2 − β 2 cos 2 θ cos 2 Θ 


For the distribution function, a Boltzmann distribution is assumed and written
v
3
fε =
exp[−ε / T ]cos 2 Θ , where T is the normalized hot electron temperature, β = i
2π T
c
is

the normalized particle velocity, cos 2 Θ
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is the electron divergence, and

ε = (1 − β 2 )

−1/2

− 1 is the normalized electron kinetic energy. In the high temperature

limit T>>1, integration over the angles yields
d 2 EITR 3e 2 N
∼
d ε exp[−ε / T ]ln[2 (1 + ε )]cos 2 θ ∝ cos 2 θ .
d ω d Ω 2π 2Tc ∫

(61)

In the other limit, we assume β ≪ 1 and can approximate for low velocities
d 2 EITR 3e 2 N
∼
d ε exp[−ε / T ]β 2 sin 2 θ ∝ sin 2 θ .
d ω d Ω 5π 2Tc ∫

(62)

The angular distribution of the ITR varies as a function of the electron temperature. The
ITR energy is proportional to the electron distribution temperature.
5.2.2 Coherent Transition Radiation

The spectrum of coherent transition radiation (CTR) is more complex and
demands a more rigorous distribution function. The spectrum depends not only on the
electron velocity, but on the shape of the electron bunches. The distribution function can
be written as a function of two independent parts

fτ (τ , ρ , v ) = n (τ , ρ ) f v ( v ) .
The CTR spectrum can be written as
2
2 d E
d 2 ECTR
ITR
= ( N − 1) nɶ ( w, q )
dω d Ω
dω d Ω

(63)

(64)

where nɶ (ω , q ) is the Fourier transformation of the function n (τ , ρ ) . The CTR signal
will be large in the frequency region where nɶ (ω , q ) is far from zero. We can also
separate n into the longitudinal and transverse components nɶ (ω , q ) = nɶl (ω ) nɶ⊥ ( q ) . The
longitudinal component is given by


 (ω − ωo )2 τ o2  
 −ωo2τ o2  ∆
1
exp 
nɶl (ω ) =
 .
 + exp  −

2
1 + ∆ exp ( −ωo2τ o2 / 2 ) 
 2  2
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(65)

The laser pulse duration is τ o , the electron bunching frequency is ωo , and ∆ is the electron
bunching amplitude. It is seen that the longitudinal component will be largest in the
regions near ω ≈ ωo . The transverse component is given by
 −q 2 a 2 
 ω 2a2

nɶ⊥ ( q ) = exp 
=
exp
sin 2 θ  .

−
2
 2 
 2c


(66)

From this equation, the angular distribution of CTR is mainly contained in an angle
λ
where a is the beam radius. For most experiments, the laser
described by θ ≤
2π a
wavelength is smaller than the beam radius. This conditions yields a small emission
angle. The distribution function described above gives insight into the electron bunch,
but does not address how the electrons propagate through the target. A more complete
∂f
∂f
distribution function is derived that satisfies the kinetic equation + v i = 0 . The
∂t
∂r
distribution function is written
 ( ρ − wτ )2 
1
δ (τ − d / u ) exp  −
fτ (τ , ρ , v ) =
 fv ( v )
2


2π a 2
2
a



(67)

where a δ-like electron pulse is assumed to originate at the front surface at t=0. Plugging
in the distribution function and consider electrons propagating in one dimension gives
2

Λ
β fv ( β )
d 2 ECTR e2 Nb2 2
= 2 sin θ exp[−q2a2 ] ∫ dτ d β exp[iωτ ]× ∑δ (τ −τα − to / β )
(68)
dωdΩ π c
α =1
(1− β 2 cos2 θ )

where Nb is number of electrons in an individual bunch, to = d / c where d is the target
thickness, Λ is the number of bunches, θ is the incidence angle, and τ n is the time when
the

nth

fv ( β ) =

bunch

is

β

T (1 − β 2 )

3/2

generated.

The

distribution

function

is

given

by

exp[−ε / T ] . Integrating over β and rewriting yields an expression

for the CTR spectrum,
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2
d 2 ECTR
e2 Nb2
= 2 2 2 sin 2 θ exp[−q 2 a 2 ] gɶ (ω ,θ , T , d ) .
dω d Ω π cT to

(69)

The function gɶ (ω , θ , T , d ) is the Fourier transform of the function
Λ

g (τ , θ , T , d ) = ∑
α =1

gɶ (ω , θ , T , d )

2

2


exp  −  1 / 1 − ( to / (τ − τ α ) ) − 1 / T 
 .
 
3/2
1 − ( t / (τ − τ ) )2 cos 2 θ  1 − ( t / (τ − τ ) )2 
o
o
α
α




( t / (τ − τ α ) )
o

4

is the defining term for the CTR spectrum.

(70)

The energy radiation

spectrum is plotted in figure 22 for several different scenarios.

Figure 22:

Spectrum of CTR plotted for θ=15deg and t=1.5 micron. The left column
consists of electron bunches once a laser cycle and the right hand twice a
cycle. Electron temperature of t=750keV are plotted for the top row and
3MeV for the bottom row.
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The change of the electron bunch characteristics as it propagates through the target can be
seen through the function

( t / (τ − τ α ) )

3

N (τ ) =

N
ΛT

Λ

∑
α
=1

o

2
exp[− 1/ 1 − ( to / (τ − τ α ) ) − 1 / T ]


.
2 3/2


to 1 − ( to / (τ − τ α ) )



(71)

This is the number of electrons crossing the rear surface in unit time. The number of
electrons for two different target thickness at an electron temperature of 1.5MeV is
shown in figure 23.

Figure 23:

Normalized number of electrons crossing the rear surface in unit time. At
top, a 1.5µm thick target and at bottom is a 50µm thick target.
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Chapter 6: Experimental layout
This experiment was performed on the GHOST (Glass Hybrid OPCPA Scale
Test) laser system. The GHOST laser architecture consists of an OPCPA front end with
mixed glass, silicate & phosphate, amplification stages with center wavelength at
1055nm. The baseline operating specifications are 2J compressor input energy, 120fs
FWHM pulse duration with on-target intensities of 2*1019 W/cm2. The laser layout is
presented in figure 24 with the baseline operating parameters for each laser stage. The
operating parameters of the GHOST laser will be summarized below. A more detailed
description of the GHOST laser can be found here [90, 91]. In addition, the target
experimental chamber layout and experimental method is discussed.

Figure 24:

Overview of GHOST laser layout.
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6.1 GHOST LASER
6.1.1 Front End

The GHOST oscillator is a Coherent Mira 900 using a Ti:Sapphire crystal
pumped by a Verdi V-10 diode laser.

The V-10 provides 1064nm light from a

Neodymium Vanadate crystal doubled to 532nm by an intercavity type 1 LBO crystal.
The output power is 10 watts continuous wave (cw) on the Ti:Sapphire crystal. The Mira
900 oscillator produces modelocked pulses at a frequency of 76MHz with a full width
half-max (FWHM) pulse duration of 94fs.

The output pulse has 18nm FWHM

bandwidth centered at 1055nm. Ultrashort pulse production is due to two basic concepts:
modelocking of pulses and the ability to discriminate between a modelocked and a cw
pulse.
Laser output consists of longitudinal modes with integral half wavelength
equivalent to the laser cavity length. If the modes are all at a fixed phase from each
other, the modes are said to be modelocked. The laser typically starts in cw mode. A
fluctuation is created by altering the cavity length, in this case tilting the angle of a glass
plate. If done fast enough, this allows amplification of a much larger set of modes
resulting a higher intensity. When high light intensities are incident on a medium, the
index of refraction of the medium changes as a function of intensity n = no + n2 I . This is
known as the optical Kerr effect [92]. In the Mira 900, the Ti:Sapphire crystal is the Kerr
medium. The high intensity pulse is refracted and is smaller than the cw modes. A slit is
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installed in the cavity favorably selecting the high intensity pulse as shown in Fig 25.

Figure 25:

Image at left shows the oscillator slits open allowing both the cw and
modelocked beam to lase. At right, the cw mode is blocked biasing gain for
the modelocked mode.

Once the modelocking process has been initiated, it does not require additional
fluctuations for it to continue. The modelocked oscillator output beam then passes
through a Pockel’s cell to the stretcher. The Pockel’s cell operates at 10Hz with a 300ps
rise time allowing the filtering of a single pulse. The stretcher is based on the Martinez
design [93]. The beam makes four passes off of a gold 1740 groove/mm stretcher at an
angle of θ = 74.7 and is stretched to 1ns. The oscillator (typically referred to as the seed)
pulse then enters the 1st OPA stage.
6.1.2 OPCPA

The OPCPA consists of two amplification stages of barium borate (BBO) crystals.
Each amplification stage consists of a pair of crystals. The crystals have a 1deg wedge in
order to reduce parasitic lasing. The crystal dimensions are 7mm x 7mm x 15mm for the
first stage and 10mm x 10mm x 15mm for the second.
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The BBO crystals are pumped by a Spectra Physics GCR PRO350. The GCR is a
q-switched Nd:YAG operating at 10Hz. The beam is frequency doubled by a KD*P
nonlinear crystal to 532nm yielding an output energy of 1J. The beam is separated via
polarizer and waveplate into two beams to separately pump the first and second OPA
stages. Both beams are down collimated and relay imaged to the face of the BBO crystal
by a telescope. The first stage beam has 130mJ of energy with a beam diameter of
2.37mm and the second stage has 550mJ with a beam diameter of 4.7mm. In the first
stage, the input seed energy of 1nJ is amplified to 100µJ, a factor of ∼ 105 . In the second
stage, the beam is amplified from 100µJ to 30mJ. The 2nd BBO crystal is separated by a
2ns delay stage from the 1st crystal to extract the maximum amount of pump energy. The
output spectrum saturates and as a results broadens to a FWHM of ~30nm compared to a
FWHM of 16nm for the oscillator output as seen in figure 26.

Figure 26:

Bulk spectrum images of the GHOST laser. AT left, 2nd stage OPA beam
with a FWHM of 30nm. Image at right is the modelocked oscillator only.
The spatial chirp is due to the slight off-axis design of the stretcher.
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6.1.3 Glass Rods

The beam now double passes through a pair of 19mm diameter glass rods. One
rod is Nd:Phosphate glass and the other Nd:Silicate. The rods are flashlamp pumped by
an external pulse forming network (PFN). The different glasses amplify the seed pulse in
different spectral regions overlapping one another. The gain in each glass is basically the
same, but the combined spectrum after amplification permits very shots pulses ~100fs.
The appropriate PFN settings for each rod were experimentally determined to obtain the
operating specifications of 2J energy output.
The compressor consists of two 35 x 15cm dielectric gratings. The beam is
recompressed through four passes of the gratings. The four pass energy efficiency is
78% yielding a baseline output of 1.5J and 120fs pulse duration.
6.1.4 Autocorrelation

The recompressed pulse duration is measured with a 2nd order autocorrelation.
The autocorrelation is typically aligned with just the OPA beam. Typical images are
shown in figure 27. The image on the top left is a typical autocorrelation of only the
OPA beam. The lineout below is the average of the rectangular highlighted region.
Assuming a Gaussian profile, the FWHM of the pulse corresponds to 68fs. A spatial to
temporal reference was obtained by moving a micrometer stage in the autocorrelation
setup.

The micrometer delays one pulse in time with respect to the other pulse

corresponding to movement of the autocorrelation trace from side to side on the camera.
The micrometer is moved a precise distance corresponding to a range of pixel values.
This gives a temporal/spatial (fs/pixel) calibration for the viewing region.
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Figure 27:

Autocorrelation images of the GHOST laser. The top left is an OPA beam
autocorrelation with line out average of the highlighted region of interest at
bottom left. The top right is a 2J full energy shot autocorrelation with the
line out of highlighted region below.

A 2nd order autocorrelation gives information only about the intensity of the pulse.
Information is desired about the temporal profile of the pulse in which case a 3rd order
autocorrelation is typically employed. The 3rd autocorrelator was built by Toma Toncian
as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28:

Layout of the 3rd order autocorrelator.

The 3rd order autocorrelator was used to get a detailed look at the temporal pulse profile.
The beam is split into two arms – one at the fundamental laser frequency and the other
frequency doubled. The two beams are recombined in a KDP crystal yielding 366nm.
The 3rd order signal was measured with a ThorLabs PMT. The 3rd order was used to look
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at the laser profile due to suspected prepulse.

A typical trace from the 3rd order

autocorrelator will be discussed in section 7.3.

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL CHAMBER

A new chamber was commissioned to provide a 2nd target chamber for the
GHOST laser.

The chamber was outfitted with vacuum gauges, motor control

feedthroughs and window flanges. Several items were machined better accommodating
the footprint of the chamber. The chamber support table was shortened by 1 foot to allow
personnel access. The support table was re-leveled with respect to the lab floor. The
breadboard had to be machined as every thread was not properly tapped. The tabs
supporting the breadboard were not level and had to be redone. Also, a window port was
machined in the lid to allow visual access to the target. The chamber with all the
experimental equipment is shown in figure 29.

Figure 29:

Experimental target chamber layout with beam geometry at target plane.
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The beam enters the chamber from the compressor, reflects off a mirror and is split by a
65/35 BK7 beam splitter. The reflected 65% (~800mJ) of the beam is called the main
beam while the transmitted 35% (~400mJ) is the heating beam. The main beam is
reflected off three additional mirrors and then focused by an off-axis parabola (OAP).
The mirror reflections allows the main beam to reach the target plane concurrently with
the heating beam. The OAP is protected gold with a 45 degree input angle with an
effective focal length of 178.53mm resulting in an f/5.1 focusing optic. The focal spot
was characterized using the modelocked oscillator. At best focus, the beam has a FWHM
of 6.75µm as shown in Fig 30.

Figure 30:

GHOST oscillator focal spot at left. At right, a Gaussian fit of the beam
showing a FWHM of 6.75µm.

Gaussian optics defines the diffraction limited beam waist at 1/e2 to be [94]
λ
ωo =
= 3.43µ m where θ is .098 with a 35mm diameter beam. So, the beam is close
πθ
to the diffraction limit.
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The main beam was imaged at the target plane by an Olympus PLN 10x infinity
corrected microscope objective. The objective has a working distance of 10mm,

field

number of 22 and numerical aperture of 0.25. The numerical aperture, NA, is defined as
[95] NA = n ( sin θ ) where n is the refractive index of the medium and θ is one half of the
angular aperture of the objective. Solving for θ yields an angle of 14.48̊. The resolution
of the objective is then expressed as R =

λ

2n ( sin θ )

which for 1 micron light is ~2µm,

less than a third of the focal spot. The microscope objective images the focal plane
directly to a camera. This is slightly unique in that infinity corrected objectives are
designed to work in conjunction with a second optical element as an imaging telescope.
The location of the camera defines the image plane location of the microscope objective.
Since this is outside of the target chamber, the distance to the camera is slightly longer
than the standard microscope image distance of 200mm. The microscope objective will
now be located at a distance greater than the specified working distance. Since the
magnification of an optical element is the ratio of image/object distance, the
magnification will be greater than 10x.
A calibrated Air Force target was used to determine the magnification of the
viewing area. Similar experiments [96] have observed emission of multiple harmonics.
This experiment will use two cameras to separately and simultaneously capture the
fundamental and second harmonic. The oscillator light provides the 1055nm light while
a 532nm diode is injected through a window port collinear with the oscillator. A dichroic
mirror separates the harmonics allowing one camera to view each wavelength. Each
camera was equipped with a 10nm bandpass filter centered at the specified wavelength.
The filter had an OD4 outside the 10nm window. The AF target was moved into focus
on the 1ω camera by moving the target motor. The 2ω camera was moved into focus by
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physically moving the position of the camera. An image of the AF target for 1ω and 2ω
is shown in figure 31 compared to the laser focal spot.

Figure 31:

The top left image is AF target from the 1ω camera. The bars next to group
7, element 1 are 3.91µm wide. The top right image is the same air force
target imaged with a 532nm diode. Note the cameras are flipped with
respect to each other. The laser focal spot is shown below as a reference.

The heating beam consists of the transmitted 35% through the beam splitter. The
main components of the heating line consists of a motorized delay stage and a f=250mm
plano-convex lens. The heating beam intersects the target plane prior to focus at a
diameter of ~300µm. Heating a large area of the target ensures the main beam will
efficiently overlap with the part of the target heated by the heating beam.
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The heating beam and main beam had to be synchronized temporally to within
~1ps. This was done by comparing the beams with respect to one another. The target
chamber was left at atmosphere and only the OPCPA section was used. The focused
OPA intensity is ~ 1*1017 W / cm 2 which is greater than the ionization threshold of air and
creates a visible plasma filament. The beams were first aligned only using the oscillator.
An iris, corresponding to the target location, was centered on the main beam and the
heating beam was aligned through the iris ensuring spatial overlap of the two beams. A
single lens was placed in the chamber which imaged the heating beam at the iris to a
camera outside the chamber. The OPCPA beam was turned on and the iris was centered
on the plasma filament. If required, the heating beam was realigned through the iris.
When the main beam arrived earlier than the heating beam, the plasma filament would
scatter the heating beam and appear as a dark area as seen in figure 32.

Figure 32:

Heating beam imaged at the target plane. The visible dark spot is light
scatted from the plasma filament of the main beam ionizing the air. This
indicates the main beam crosses the target plane before the heating beam.
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As the heating beam was advanced in time by moving the delay stage, the plasma
filament would disappear. The indicated that the heating beam is arriving at the image
plane before the plasma filament. The delay stage has an encoder that allows precise
control of motor positioning. Using the encoder, the beams could be timed up on the
order of the pulse duration, ~150fs. It should be noted that this method does not image
the experimental target plane. The main beam is intense enough to undergo self-focusing
which means beam filamentation occurs earlier than the experimental focus. The heating
beam will have to be slightly adjusted which should be minimal (~1ps).
The two beams require spatial synchronization as well. An STM tip was used for
this. At focus, the main beam was positioned on the STM tip which completely blocked
the beam at focus. The microscope objective was then removed. The heating beam was
then visible on an IR card held an inch away from the target. The shadow of the STM tip
was quite easily seen on the IR card. A mirror in the heating beam line was adjusted to
place the STM tip in the center of the beam.
The target foil was now ready to be positioned in the microscope objective focal
plane. Since the target is opaque and not perfectly flat, a z-scatter diagnostic was
installed to ensure the target is maintained in the desired z-position. The oscillator beam
was apertured by closing an iris upstream of the target chamber. Aperturing the beam
changes the f/# of the optical system. The result is a beam with larger diameter and
Rayleigh range simulating a collimated light source. An imaged reference point of the
target is defined. In this case, the edge of the foil was typically used and shown in figure
33.
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Figure 33:

Edge of target foil in image plane. Light scattered from foil is used to
define the optimum laser focal plane.

The light reflected off of the target is collected by a lens imaged to a camera outside the
chamber. The lens is translated until the reflected light is focused on the camera. Since
the target is located at an image plane, the focus of the reflected light on the camera
should represent the laser focus corresponding to the target plane. Moving the target in
the z direction corresponds to a horizontal displacement on the viewing camera. This is
seen in figure 34.
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Figure 34:

Schematic of the z-scatter positioning system. A z-axis shift in the foil
corresponds to a horizontal displacement on the camera screen.

The location of the focus is marked and as the target is moved, the desired z-position can
be recovered. This technique allows repeatable target positioning with respect to the
same laser z-position.

6.3 TARGETS

Targets used in this experiment were metal foils consisting of different
thicknesses and materials. The initial experiment design called for a 90/10 beam splitter
used in conjunction with a 200nm thick Al target. 200nm Al foils are not readily
commercially available, but can be manufactured using standard equipment in a clean
room facility. Photoresist was spin coated on top of a standard microscope slide. The
photoresist provided a bonding surface for the aluminum vapor deposited in the
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subsequent step. The deposition of the 200nm aluminum layer occurred in the Physics
Cryo shop. A cross section view is shown in figure 35.

Figure 35:

Cross section view of 200nm Al foil slide mounted. The photoresist is spin
coated on a microscope slide with Al vapor deposited on top of the
photoresist.

The targets were then placed in acetone for approximately 20 minutes to etch away the
photoresist. The edges of the target sample were cut with a sharp blade edge to allow the
acetone to interact with the photoresist. Once the photoresist was completely etched
away, the slide was removed from the acetone and placed into a tub of water. If the
target is inserted at a small angle to the water, the Al foil is pulled off the microscope
slide relatively intact by the water surface tension. The thin foil floats on the water
surface. A target holder is placed underneath the foil. The holder is carefully lifted up
until contacting the floating Al foil. The foil then adheres to the holder upon careful
removal from the water. The procedure is straightforward, but requires a great deal of
dexterity. Additionally, the targets end up quite wrinkled due to the surface tension upon
target removal.

This creating difficulties in maintaining the z-scatter diagnostic

mentioned in section 6.2
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The other targets used in tandem with the 65/35 beam splitter were 1.5µm thick.
The targets were commercial foils mounted to an aluminum substrate over two machined
slits. The foils were attached to the holder with vacuum grease as shown in figure 36.

Figure 36:

Typical image of 1.5µm foils mounted on target holders. Foils were
mounted on target holder with vacuum grease. The image on right shows
the foil with holes from the laser.

One foil was 99% pure aluminum ordered from Alfa Aesar. The other foil consisted of
1.4µm thick polyethylene with “Aluminized” ends from Alexander Vacuum Research.
This meant that aluminum was deposited on either side of a polyethylene center. The
thickness of the aluminum was not known. Light was readily transmitted through the foil
so the thickness was assumed to be 10-20nm. An additional 100nm was deposited on
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either side. This ensured the laser would only interact with the aluminum at the front
surface.
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Chapter 7: Experimental Results
The goal of this experiment is to experimentally quantify the role of return
currents in hot electron propagation. The return currents are affected by changing the
conductivity of the material. The conductivity was changed in two ways: by heating the
material and selecting different material, a conductor and insulator. The primary target
selected for this experiment was aluminum due to the availability and large amount of
existing theoretical and experimental data. A dielectric target, polyethylene, was selected
for comparison with aluminum. Approximately 100nm of Al vapor was deposited on the
front and back surface of the polyethylene. This ensured the electron interaction at the
front and back surface would be similar, the only difference being the electrons
propagation through different material. Additionally, both aluminum and the Al/plastic
sandwich target were preheated by a low intensity heating beam.

7.1 HYADES HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATION

The targets were heated with a 2nd (heating beam) laser beam split from the main
laser pulse.

The desired effect of the heating beam is to drive a thermal wave

propagating the full target thickness. However, a balance must be achieved between
initiating a robust thermal wave and minimizing hydrodynamic target effects - front
surface expansion, etc.

The heating beam-target interaction was modeled with the

HYADES hydrodynamic simulation code. The code was written to explicitly model the
parameters of the heating beam. The results of the simulation served as the guideline for
selecting the appropriate target thickness. The HYADES code is available for our group
and runs on a UNIX machine. The user generates an input file which simulates the
experimental parameters.
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HYADES is a one-dimensional Lagrangean hydrodynamics and energy transport
code. The code solves hydrodynamics conservation equations specified on a finite grid
and advances them in time to solve problems. The grid is imposed on a region consisting
of n zones and n + 1 mesh points. A region may consist of multiple materials each with
associated thermodynamic and hydrodynamic properties referenced in equation of state
(EOS) tables. In Lagrangean motion, the mesh moves with the material conserving mass
for each zone.
The input to the Hyades code used to simulate the heating beam interaction
with both Aluminum and Al/plastic sandwich target is found in Appendix A. The laser is
defined to have a Gaussian profile and the Helmholtz wave equation specifies the
interaction with the target. The Thomas-Fermi model is the ionization model used. The
aluminum is specified as a metal with melting temperature governed by Lindemann’s
melt model [97]. For the Al/plastic target, polyethylene is the material selected and
similar models were used with the appropriate values for polyethylene.
The laser will deposit a majority of its energy in a small spatial scale, the skin
depth. To ensure an accurate result, the energy deposited will need to be distributed
across multiple zones. Decreasing the zone size is acceptable, however, HYADES only
allows a finite number of zones <999 which is not feasible for thick targets. The zone
thickness must be adjusted throughout the problem. This must be a smooth adjustment
for the conservation equations to hold. The method is to define a dense mesh in the skin
depth with a defined size adjustment for adjacent zones. This is called feathering and the
following equations describe the relationship between zones [98]:
( ∆x )n = r ( ∆x )n −1
NZ
 1 − r NZ 
T = ∑ ( ∆x ) n = 
 ( ∆x )o
n=0
 1− r 
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(72)

Here r is the feathering ratio, T is the total thickness, NZ is the total number of
zones, and ( ∆x )o is the thickness of the first zone. For increasing thickness, r > 1 and
less than 1 for decreasing thickness. Feathering ratios are typically around 10%.
The initial plan was to use the GHOST probe line as the heating beam. Energy
leakage from the main laser chain is sent into a separate compressor in air and the
different beam path allows for variable timing of the probe with respect to the main pulse.
However, the air compressor grating had a very low transmission efficiency ≤ 10% . The
geometry of injecting the probe beam into the target chamber was unrealistic. Instead, a
90/10 fused silica beam splitter was unused from a previous experiment and could be
placed directly in the target chamber. This solved the issue of how to route the heating
beam into the chamber. Assuming 10% of the laser energy was available for the heating
beam and a ~400µm beam diameter, resulted in an on-target intensity of approximately
5 ∗1013W / cm 2 . The HYADES simulations for the electron temperature and ion density

of an Al foil at this intensity are shown in figures 37 and 38. In all simulations, the laser
beam moves from left to right and is incident on the target front surface at 0. The
simulations show that the thermal wave could fully propagate a 200nm thick aluminum
foil in ~20ps.
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Figure 37:

HYADES model of temporal evolution of electron temperature in 200nm Al
foil corresponding to a laser intensity of 5 ∗1013W / cm 2

Figure 38:

HYADES model of temporal evolution of ion density in 200nm Al foil
corresponding to a laser intensity of 5 ∗1013W / cm 2
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In later experiments, a thicker foil was desired and an aluminum foil 1.5µm thick
was selected as a target. In order for the heating beam to propagate the full target
thickness in a reasonable time frame ~50ps, a new beam splitter was used. A 65/35 beam
splitter replaced the 90/10. The heating beam intensity was kept around ∼ 1015 W / cm 2
by reducing the diameter to ∼ 250 µ m . The HYADES model of the electron temperature
corresponding to a heating beam intensity of 5 ∗1015W / cm 2 is shown in figure 39.

Figure 39:

HYADES model of electron temperature in 1.5µm Al target corresponding
to a laser intensity of 5 ∗1015W / cm 2
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At 60ps, the thermal wave has reached the back surface of the Al foil. We set that as the
maximum heating beam delay required. To measure the return current inhibition related
to propagation distance in heated material, we select equal time intervals from 0 to 60ps.
The electron temperature distribution for delays of 20, 40 & 60ps are shown in figure 40.

Figure 40:

HYADES model of electron temperature at 20, 40, and 60ps time steps in
1.5µm Al target corresponding to a laser intensity of 5 ∗1015W / cm 2

After 20ps, the heating wave has propagated almost halfway through the target. At
maximum delay, 60ps, the entire target has been heated to just under 10eV. The ion
density is also modeled in figure 41. The heating beam stiffens the density profile up to
2x room temperature density. The 1/ e2 preplasma scale length is approximately 1.5µm.
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Figure 41:

HYADES log plot of ion density at 20, 40, and 60ps time steps in 1.5µm Al
target corresponding to a laser intensity of 5 ∗1015W / cm 2 .

7.2 EARLY EXPERIMENTS

The initial experiments were performed on a 200nm Al foil. The goal was to first
quantify CTR from the foil first using only the main beam. After a repeatable signal was
confirmed, the heating beam would then be unblocked and CTR images taken at the
desired time steps between the heating and main beam. The experimental chamber is
shown in figure 42.
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Figure 42:

Experimental chamber layout for 200nm Al targets.

7.2.1 200nm Al foil

The experimental methods described in chapter 6 for shooting solid targets were
followed. Typical results for both 1ω and 2ω CTR are shown in figure 43. The images
on the left are 1ω with ND 7.1 and the images on the right are 2ω with ND 5.2. The
viewing window for each image is 40 x 40 microns. The shots were taken from the same
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foil. The poor surface quality of the foils made the reflective z-scatter technique very
difficult to implement. The assumed best focus was located at the oscillator focus.

Figure 43:

Typical CTR images for 200nm Al foil. The difference in images are
typical of the large shot to shot variation.

The difference in the images above were typical of the shot to shot variation for a 200 nm
Al foil. The CTR images were not repeatable within the same foil nor comparable to
different foils. The images do not look like any existing published CTR data nor was
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there any discernable pattern to analyze.

Different target imaging techniques were

attempted with no obvious differences. The ultrathin targets did not allow many shots
~4-5, per vacuum cycle. Also, several optics in the laser chain exhibited damage signs
after a week of shooting. It was thought that the wrinkled targets reflected light back at
near normal incidence. The reflected light was then collected by the OAP and sent back
through the laser chain causing damage.
7.2.2 – 1.5µm Al Foil

The root cause of the unpredictable CTR images was not clear. A thicker target,
1.5µm Al, with a flatter front surface was selected. The improved front surface allowed
the reflective z-scatter to be used and twice as many shots to be taken on target per
vacuum cycle. A larger, more consistent set of data would hopefully allow more insight
into the best target focal plane. To accommodate the thicker target, the beam splitter was
replaced with a 65/35 ratio.
Typical CTR images from the 1.5µm Al foil are shown in figure 44. All the
images are from the same foil. The viewing window is 40 x 40µm. The images at left
are 1ω CTR with an ND 3.3 and 2ω CTR on right with ND 2.4. The intensity of the
radiation is several orders of magnitude less than the 200nm foil, but without any
repeatability or pattern. The images do not resemble anything found in the literature or in
previous experiments within our group. The difference in the images is representative of
the large shot-to-shot variation observed.
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Figure 44:

Typical CTR images for 1.5µm Al foil.

7.2.3 Far Field Diagnostic

The CTR images obtained up until now contained no obvious correlation with one
another. The presumed root cause is the inability to align the target in the correct focal
plane. A far field diagnostic was installed to assist in determining the location of the
focal plane. The laser focus, or far field, would be measured simultaneously while
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collecting CTR data. Any differences observed in the laser focus could be used to
improve the focus in the experimental chamber.

The emitted radiation from the

acceleration processes are directed along two distinct directions: the laser k vector or
normal to the target as shown in figure 45. The data collected up until now has consisted
of filaments in irregular patterns. The location of the far field when compared to the
CTR position could give insight into which acceleration mechanism is present or if CTR
is observed at all.

Figure 45:

2D schematic of CTR emission. One acceleration process is located along
the laser k vector typically J x B heating. Another acceleration process is
normal to the target, Resonance Absorption or Vacuum Heating.

A far field diagnostic was installed using leakage through a mirror in the compressor.
The leakage can be observed using the oscillator at 76 MHz.
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The diagnostic was

installed to see how the laser focal spot corresponds to the centroid of the observed
radiation. A 3 inch 1.5 meter focal length lens was placed in the compressor and a
camera placed at the lens focal plane. The focus was approximately 1 meter outside the
chamber in order to avoid optical damage or nonlinear effects. The oscillator light at
focus is shown on the left in figure 46. A full system shot is shown at right in the figure.
The difference in the two images is immediately noticed. The full system shot has a high
degree of astigmatism acquired from a large polarizer located at the end of the laser
chain.

Figure 46:

Images of the far field diagnostic shown for the oscillator only at left and a
full system shot at right.

A well described feature of an astigmatic beam is perpendicular focal planes located on
either side of a circular image, called the circle of least confusion. The oscillator focus is
positioned in the circle of least confusion resembling a typical circular focal spot. When
the full system shot takes place, the image is now outside the circle and is representative
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of an astigmatic image plane located before the circular image. A simple schematic is
shown in figure 47.

Figure 47:

Simplified ray trace of an astigmatic beam brought to focus. Experimental
images are shown in their corresponding locations in the ray trace.

However, the important point obtained here is the position of best focus shifts in z when
taking a full system shot. The shift is attributed to the 300mm long glass rods. The rods
are excited by flashlamps discharged at 15kV each which induce a thermal gradient along
the radial axis. The thermal gradient acts as a lens shifting the plane of best focus away
from the best focus observed with the oscillator or OPA at room temperature. In the
target chamber, the beam astigmatism is corrected during the initial alignment of the
OAP.
The amount of shift depends on the square of the f/# ratio of the optical system.
This is basically the ratio of the OAP focal length and the 1.5 meter far field lens. The
ratio for the target chamber and far field focal lengths was approximately 17. To move
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the far field image into the circle of least confusion required a translation of almost 2mm
for a system shot. Dividing 2mm by 17 yields a distance a little larger than 100 microns.
7.2.4 Initial Z-scan

A scan of best z position was then initiated starting at 60µm behind best oscillator
focus (away from the focusing optic).

The microscope objective images the CTR

emission which is located on the back surface of the target. Thus, any z-scan requires
movement of both target and objective. The technique implemented is to define an image
plane with the microscope objective using the light from the oscillator. The microscope
objective can then translated a known distance via a motor with an encoder. A diagram
of the procedure is shown in figure 48. The target is then brought into the focal plane
defined by the objective.

In this way, the imaged plane could be controlled very

precisely and moved only when the motorized stage is moved. This is a more accurate
method than using the target to determine the z translation amount. Although the target
can be precisely controlled, it would require reestablishing the desired focal plane each
time after target replacement. The target is connected to a magnetic base, but still moves
at least 20-30µm with respect to the previous target.
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Figure 48:

Diagram of the scanning technique. The microscope objective defines the
image plane. A z-scan was performed by moving the objective away from
the oscillator focus.

The result of the z-scan is shown in the figure below. The image plane was moved from
60 to 80 micron in 10 micron steps. The images are slightly saturated due to an increase
in the radiation intensity as a result of moving closer to best focus. The radiation images
coalesce into a single filament and emission intensity increases over an order of
magnitude. The ND level for the 1ω CTR at 60µm was 2.9 and at 80µm the level was
4.1. This is attributed to the target being imaged at the correct location of the full energy
focus.
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Figure 49:

Z-scan images of 1ω CTR. Target locations from 60 to 80µm shown from
left to right with 0µm defined as the oscillator focal plane. Viewing window
is 40 x 40 micron.

7.3 PREPULSE IN GHOST LASER

Several experimental campaigns were interrupted by a sudden reduction in CTR
intensity and a significant increase in area thought to be caused by a laser prepulse. The
large area of CTR displayed multiple filaments with an irregular intensity distribution. A
comparison with and without prepulse is shown below in figure 50.
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Figure 50:

1ω CTR beam affected by a laser prepulse (left). At the same conditions, a
comparison 1ω CTR with no prepulse. The ND for the image on left is 2.2
and ND 4 on right. Note the viewing windows are different sizes.

The CTR divergence was attributed to laser interaction with a large amount of preplasma
on the front surface from the laser prepulse. The emission intensity was constant over a
large z scan - +/- 100µm from oscillator best focus.
The existence of a prepulse was investigated. The laser beam was focused on an
EOT-3500 photodiode placed in the target chamber. The photodiode with a Tektronix
5104 oscilloscope allows a temporal resolution of 500ps. No distinct prepulses were
observed on that timescale. A pedestal of amplified spontaneous emission 1000 times
less than the main pulse was observed approximately 4ns before arrival of the main laser
pulse. This was reduced to 10000 by inserting tighter pinhole spatial filters. The pulse
contrast was examined on a shorter time scale, <100ps, with a 3rd order autocorrelator
detailed in section 6.1.4. The autocorrelation revealed several pre-pulses. Two prepulses
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corresponding to two postpulses were observed. These were assumed to originate from
the autocorrelator measurement itself. One prepulse at approximately 40ps at an intensity
of 10-5 of the peak intensity was unable to be accounted for. This was ultimately
attributed to a pair of damaged dichroics in the 2nd stage OPA laser section. Replacing
the dichroics caused the prepulse to go away. Data taking was resumed and the previous
baseline CTR images were recovered. A plot of the 3rd order autocorrelation is shown in
figure 51. In this image, the prepulse assumed to be the root cause has been removed.

Figure 51:

3rd order autocorrelation of the GHOST laser. Pre and Post pulses shown
are artifacts of the device. The prepulse affecting the CTR emission has
been removed and is not shown in this scan.

7.4 BASELINE CTR MEASUREMENT

Once the optimal target image plane was determined, shots were taken to
determine the general characteristics of the CTR radiation. The data were taken on the
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1.5µm Al foil exclusively with the heating beam blocked. Unblocking and introducing
the heating beam simultaneous with the main beam had no discernible impact on the CTR
image.
Typical CTR images for 1ω, 2ω are shown in figure 52. The images provide
information regarding the electron beam characteristics.

The intensity of the CTR

emission is dependent on the electron temperature distribution and the number of
electrons. The CTR area gives a measurement of how collimated the electrons are
transported through a target. The CTR emission appears as a single filament almost 2.5x
smaller than the laser focal spot. It is not immediately known if only a central filament
escapes the target or if the beam is pinched via an external source like the magnetic field.
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Figure 52:

Images of 1ω CTR (top) and 2ω CTR (middle) alongside a Gaussian fit for
each. The laser focal spot with FWHM 6.75µm is shown at bottom for
comparison.

7.5 ANALYSIS OF CTR DATA WITH 1-D BALLISTIC MODEL

A 1-D ballistic model of electron propagation [89] was used in conjunction with
an absolute CTR energy measurement to determine the parameters of the electron beam.
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The experimental CTR data was first calibrated and then the experimental data was fit
using the 1-D model.
7.5.1 Calibration of CCD and ND filters

The ND filters used in the experiment were calibrated with a Cary 5000 UV-VIS
NIR spectrometer. The spectrometer gives a precise transmission of the ND filter as a
function of wavelength. The filter transmission is shown in figure 53 below.

Figure 53:

ND filter transmission measured with the Cary 5000 spectrometer. The
black line is the reference measurement. The filter used are ThorLabs 2”
square filter kit.

Using the known transmission of the ND filters, the response of the camera CCD sensor
could be obtained. The two cameras used were IMI Tech IMC-11FT firewire with 1/3”
CCD sensor. The modelocked oscillator was used as the incident light source. An
oscillator frequency of 75.37MHz was recorded by an oscilloscope. The oscillator output
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power was measured with an Ophir power meter yielding 18mW. From these two
measured quantities, an energy per pulse was determined, .24nJ. Since the period of the
oscillator is known, the number of pulses in a specific time window can be calculated.
From the camera manual, the shutter open time was confirmed to be 16.67ms. Opening
the camera shutter with a single trigger and using the calculated energy per pulse, the
total energy in a time window can be calculated. An energy of 299µJ was estimated to be
incident on the CCD sensor during the opening of the camera shutter. The CCD sensor
response can be determined from the known values of the ND filter transmission and the
energy incident on the camera from the oscillator. The CCD sensor maximum response
was determined to be 23nJ. This is an average value that represents the energy of the
entire area of the beam.

On each shot, the nominal ND filter values for 1ω, 2ω CTR

images are 4 and 5.1 respectively. Using the calibrated ND filter transmission values in
conjunction with the CCD energy response, yields average CTR energies of 400 nJ for
1ω and 20µJ for 2ω. This corresponds to a CTR to laser conversion of 2.5*10-5.
7.5.2 1-D Ballistic Code Comparison

The ballistic code is developed from the theory described in section 5.2.2. The
CTR spectrum is given by
Λ

d 2 ECTR
∼ N b2
dω

∫ dτ dv exp[i (ω − q ⋅ w)τ ∑ δ (τ − τ α − d / u ) fv ( v ) exp[iq ⋅ wτ α ]
α =1

β [sin θ − β sin Θ ]
×
(1 − β sin θ sin Θ) 2 − β 2 cos 2 θ cos 2 Θ 

2

(73)

Here β is the electron velocity scaled with c, θ is the angle of observation, Θ is the
electron emission angle, d is the target thickness, τ o is the laser pulse duration, τ n is the
time when the nth bunch is created, Λ =

τo
is the total number of micropulses,
τ n − τ n −1
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N b = N / Λ is the electron number in a micropulse, and fv ( v ) is the velocity distribution
function. The distribution function is a relativistic Boltzmann given by
 1 1

β



fv ( β ) =
exp
−
−
1

T (1 − β 2 )3/2
 T  1 − β 2
 

(74)

where T is the electron temperature normalized with mc 2 . The experimental parameters
are well known. The target thickness is 1.5µm, laser pulse duration is 120fs, and the
angle of observation is 15˚.

The time interval between adjacent electron pulses is

determined by the heating process.

For processes occurring once a laser cycle,

λo / c = 3.5 fs which yields Λ = 30 electron micropulses. For twice a cycle, Λ =

λo

2c

yielding 60 micropulses. The electron distribution is not known, but can be inferred by
working backwards from our experimental estimate of CTR emission and making several
assumptions.
The first assumption is that 25% of the laser energy is transferred to electrons that
contribute to the CTR signal. This conversion value was based on prior experimental
evidence[99, 19]. The next assumption is the 2ω electron temperature scales as the
ponderomotive force given by 9.33*10 −14 × I W / cm 2  × λ [ µ m ] [25]. For a laser intensity
of 1.25 ∗1019 W / cm 2 and wavelength 1055nm, this corresponds to an electron
temperature distribution of 1.25MeV. This temperature value is plugged into the ballistic
code. An appropriate electron bunch number is selected that yields a CTR value
comparable to the experimentally measure value. At 2ω, 60 bunches with an electron
bunch number of 8.8 ∗109 results in 19µJ of CTR emitted. This is very close to the
experimental estimate of 20µJ. The electron number and CTR spectrum for 2ω are
plotted in figures 54 and 55.
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Figure 54:

Normalized electron number at rear surface for 2ω CTR. The electron
temperature is 1.25MeV.

Figure 55:

Harmonic energy spectrum for 2ω CTR. For 60 electron bunches with 8.8
*109 electrons per bunch, the CTR emitted is 19µJ.
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Since 30 electron bunches are generated for 1ω, the electron temperature is fitted
to satisfy both 25% laser energy conversion and the experimentally measured CTR value,
~400 nJ. The best fit was found using an electron temperature of 2.5MeV and 6.6*109
electrons per bunch. For these parameters, the electron number and CTR spectrum are

plotted in figures 56 and 57. In comparison, if Beg’s scaling law T ≈ 100keV ( I λ 2 ) was
1/3

assumed, the result would be an electron temperature of 500keV. 1*1011 electrons per
bunch would be required to obtain the experimental value. This would require virtually
100% conversion from laser to hot electrons which is unrealistic. The high electron
temperature suggests the CTR emission is due primarily to the electrons in the high
energy tail of the distribution.

Figure 56:

Normalized electron number at rear surface for 1ω CTR. The electron
temperature is 2.5MeV.
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Figure 57:

Harmonic energy spectrum for 1ω CTR. The electron temperature is
2.5MeV.

The experimental parameters, laser-CTR conversion, electron temperatures and number
of electron, calculated by the ballistic code compares well to similar published
experiments [49, 50, 79, 96, 102, 103]. The assumption of 2ω energy scaling with the
ponderomotive force has been experimentally verified [96, 102]. The 1ω CTR energy of
2.5 MeV is plotted against several other results [49, 50, 79] with the first name author
listed as the experiment name in figure 58. Here, UTexas is the experiment described in
this thesis. It should be noted that the laser intensities are all comparable with the
exception of Batani that is 3 – 4 times higher.
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Figure 58:

Comparison plot of published1ω CTR energy values. Dotted red line shows
location of University of Texas energy estimate.

The laser to CTR conversion is plotted in figure 59. The first author is listed as the name
of the experiment.
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Figure 59:

Comparison plot of published laser/CTR conversion values. Dotted red line
shows location of University of Texas energy estimate.

7.6 OPTICAL PROBING OF TARGET SURFACE
In order to determine the impact of the heating beam on the target, surface
reflectivity as a function of heating beam delay was measured. The reflectivity was
measured using an optical probe on both the front and rear target surface. In this case,
the main beam was attenuated and frequency doubled for use as an optical probe. Since
the heating beam is rather large 250-300µm, the main beam was expanded to ~2mm at
the target surface using an f=-400mm plano-concave lens. A schematic of the beam
overlap is shown in figure 60. The surface of the target was imaged with a 10x infinity
corrected microscope objective. From the objective, the beam is directed out of the
chamber to a lens doublet forming a telescope with a magnification ~2-3. The beam is
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then viewed on a camera with a cut off filter allowing only the 2ω frequency doubled
light. The beams are overlapped temporally by the method described in section 6.2. The
main beam experiences a delay due to the additional optics required for the frequency
doubling, etc. This should be no more than 2-3ps. The beams were spatially overlapped
using an IR card. This was much harder to do in practice than it appeared – two beams
hitting a point in space from two different angles. So, a single pulse from the heating
beam was fired on target creating a hole in the target. The heating beam is then blocked
and the hole in the target centered on the probe beam

Figure 60:

At left, Diagram of the heating and probe beam at the target surface. On
right, heating beam imprint used for probe beam alignment.
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Three shots were taken at each heating beam delay starting at t=0ps. The three shots at
each time step were averaged. The heating beam was delayed in 10ps increments from 0
to -100ps. A given region of interest was selected according to the alignment of the
heating beam and the energy contained in the region was integrated.

At 0ps, the

integrated energy in the region was assumed to correspond to a reflectivity of 100%. For
comparison, the heating beam was delayed to come after the main beam, t=+10ps.
Additional shots at t=+10ps which yielded similar results to the energy measurement at
0ps.

Therefore, we can conclude that 100% reflectivity at 0ps is a reasonable

assumption. The plot of reflectivity for the front and rear surface is shown in figure 61.
Values larger than 1 on the graph are attributed to frequency conversion of the probe
beam away from an image plane. The reflectivity on the front surface shows a sharp drop
after 40ps. This indicates that either the front surface temperature is increasing or the
preplasma from the target blow off is a factor. According to the HYADES model, the
temperature should not be increasing so it’s probable the reflectivity drop is due to the
plasma on the front surface. The rear surface maintains a 100% reflectivity for greater
than 100ps. This verifies the thermal wave does not generate a shock or discontinuity
that influences the rear surface.

A sharp interface is maintained throughout the

experiment which is verified by the observation of CTR.
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Figure 61:

Plot of the front and rear surface reflectivity of 1.5µm Al foil as a function
of heating beam delay.

7.7 CTR COMPARISON OF AL VERSUS AL/PLASTIC
7.7.1 1ω CTR Energy
The 1ω CTR energy was recorded for two different targets: a conductor, Al, and a
dielectric, Al/plastic. The energy was determined from the signal recorded on the CCD
by integrating over a specific area. The selected area is equivalent in size to the laser
focal spot, 7.5µm by 7.5µm, and the image was centered in the region as shown in figure
62.
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Figure 62:

Full camera viewing window of 1ω CTR. The 7.5µm x 7.5µm window used
to integrate the CTR energy is shown with the respective image.

Approximately 20 shots were recorded on each target with the average shown in
figure 63. The energy values for both materials are approximately equal and within the
standard deviation.
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Figure 63:

Comparison of 1ω CTR energy in two different target materials – Al & an
Al/plastic sandwich target.

7.7.2 1ω CTR Area
For the same shots, the area of the radiation was analyzed. A larger window, 40 x
40µm, was used. This was due to some of the images contained multiple filaments and
were irregularly shaped making a Gaussian fit difficult. Some examples are shown in
figure 64.

The Al/Plastic targets clearly show greater radiation spreading and

filamentation.
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Figure 64:

1ω images for Al target (left) and Al/Plastic (right). Viewing window is 20 x
20µm.

The averages of the 1ω CTR area are plotted in figure 65. The Al/Plastic targets show a
2x greater area than the Al targets. The increased electron divergence is suggestive of
return current inhibition in a dielectric material.
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Figure 65:

Comparison of 1ω CTR area in two different target materials – Al &
Al/plastic sandwich target.

7.7.3 2ω CTR Comparison of Al versus Al/Plastic
The energy and area of 2ω CTR data was taken in a similar manner. Plotted in
figure 66 and 67 are the average of 20 shots. The 2ω CTR energy is 30 percent greater
for the Al foil compared to the Al/plastic sandwich target. However, the 2ω CTR area
was similar for both target types. The laser target interaction should be similar due to the
Aluminum front surface, the results of the 2ω area suggest electron collimation in the two
different acceleration mechanisms are effected differently.
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Figure 66:

Comparison of 2ω CTR area in two different target materials – Al &
Al/plastic sandwich target.

Figure 67:

Comparison of 2ω CTR energy in two different target materials – Al &
Al/plastic sandwich target.
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7.8 CTR COMPARISON OF AL – HEATED/UNHEATED
7.8.1 1ω and 2ω CTR Energy
The heating beam was now introduced prior to the arrival of the main beam and
electron propagation through heated material was measured. On each foil, the first shots
were taken with the main and heating beam simultaneously hitting the target at t=0ps.
This was done until the baseline CTR shown in section 7.4 was observed. After repeated
observation of the baseline CTR signal, the heating beam was advanced in time 20, 40, or
60ps with respect to the main beam. For the last 2-3 shots left on the foil, the heating
beam delay is moved back to t=0ps. In this scenario, data were taken at two time steps
for each foil. This also verified the laser quality over the course of the foil.
Since two delay times were measured on each foil, a ratio of two delay times were
obtained for both CTR energy and area.

Unheated Al, t=0ps, was then compared

separately against the three heating beam delays, -20, -40, and -60ps. Approximately 15
shots for each time delay were taken and the average CTR energy calculated. The energy
was calculated over an area the size of the laser focus similar to the method described in
section 7.7.1. Figure 68 shows the 1ω and 2ω CTR heated/unheated energy ratios for
each time delay. Energy ratios ranged from 0.5 to 0.8 for 1ω and from 0.3 to 0.7 for 2ω.
For each the heating beam delays, a ratio <1 means the heated material emits less
radiation than the unheated material.

The reduced CTR emission corresponds to a

reduction in the number of electrons escaping the target.

7.8.2 1ω and 2ω CTR Area
The CTR area is calculated in the same manner as described in section 7.7.2 and a
ratio of heated/unheated is plotted in figure 69. The CTR area for the heated targets is
larger than the unheated (t=0ps) targets. This results in a ratio >1 for each case. Ratios
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ranging from 1.1 to 1.3 were observed for both 1ω and 2ω. For all time delays, heated Al
emits less CTR radiation over a greater area when compared to unheated Al. Typical
CTR images are shown in figure 70.

Figure 68:

Ratio of CTR energy for unheated vs heated Al targets is plotted. The ratio
is the average of 15 shots.
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Figure 69:

Ratio of CTR area for unheated and heated Al targets is plotted. The ratio is
the average of 15 shots.

Figure 70:

Typical CTR images of heated and unheated Al. 1ω CTR are in the top row
with 2ω in the bottom. Unheated images are on the left.
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7.8.3 RC Circuit Model of CTR
The hot electron and return currents can be approximated through an analogy to
an RC circuit. Here, the laser provides an alternating voltage source, the bulk material is
the resistor and the accelerated electrons are analogous to charging a capacitor as shown
in figure 71.

Figure 71:

RC Circuit analogy of electron current transport in aluminum.

The impedance of the circuit can be calculated by
 1 
Z = R +

 ωLC 

2

2

(75)

where R is the value of the material resistance and 1

ωL C is the capacitive reactance.

The capacitance is approximated as a hemisphere with radius equal to the 1ω CTR radius
~1.3 µm and ωL is the laser frequency. The unheated resistivity values are well known
and obtained from any solid state physics textbook. Here, we use Ashcroft & Mermin
[62] which gives 2.45*10 −8 Ω ⋅ m .

The heated values are slightly more difficult to

interpret due to the lack of extensive experimental data in this regime. Here, we select a
value that agrees with both theory and experiment for temperatures ~10eV.

The

experimental results of Freeman and Milchberg [34] have been fit analytically [73]. The
analytical fit gives a value of ≈ 2.0*10 −6 Ω ⋅ m .
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This value is compared to the

conductivity of Lee & More [63] which gives a value of 1.5*10 −6 Ω ⋅ m . The value we use
is the mean value of the experiment and theory 1.75*10 −6 . The resistance is obtained
from the resistivity by using the hemispherical geometry with radius of 1.5 µm. This
value is slightly larger than the CTR radius and equivalent to the target thickness of 1.5
µm.
The impedance is related to the current via I max =

Vmax
. The main laser pulse for
Z

both heated and unheated scenarios are the same so Vmax is a constant. Plugging in the
different impedance values for heated and unheated, a ratio of the heated versus unheated
I
Z
current is obtained unheat = heat ≈ 1.05 . This result confirms the experimental results of
I heat
Z unheat
the previous section in that more current flows when the material is less resistive. In the
1-D ballistic CTR model [89], a reduction in current corresponds to less electrons
accelerated per cycle. Plugging in the reduction in current yields a CTR ratio of 0.90
shown in figure 72 as the yellow line. This simple model expresses the correct physics
and gives a reasonable result suggesting that our measured parameters are valid.
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Figure 72: Comparison of CTR energy in heated and unheated Al. The yellow dotted
line indicates the CTR estimate from the RC circuit analogy.

7.9 CTR COMPARISON OF AL/PLASTIC – HEATED/UNHEATED
In a dielectric, an intense laser pulse will ionize the medium providing electrons
available to generate a return current. The conductivity will increase from zero in a
perfect insulator and transition to a value comparable to a metallic conductor. Thus, the
expectation is a heated dielectric medium will be more receptive to electron transport.
1ω CTR area and energy were recorded for heated and unheated Al/plastic sandwich
targets in a procedure similar to Al targets. The heating beam propagates through the
plastic faster due to the reduction in density. Therefore, the time steps selected are -42ps,
-28ps, and -14ps.
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7.9.1 1ω CTR Energy Comparison
The 1ω CTR energy ratio for heated/unheated Al/plastics is plotted in figure 73.
The energy ratio for each heating beam delay was averaged over 15 shots.

Figure 73: Comparison of 1ω CTR energy in heated and unheated Al/Plastic. Ratio of
CTR energy for unheated and heated Al/CH targets is plotted. The ratio is
the average of 15 shots.
The ratio for each time delay ~1. The result is not completely surprising for a couple of
reasons.

The heating beam only weakly ionizes polyethylene resulting a material

conductivity not precisely known. The first 100nm of the target is Aluminum which has
been heated and thus experiences a reduction in conductivity as a result. This result also
serves as a contrast to the aluminum foil which saw a reduction in CTR when heated.
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That the heated Al/plastic targets experienced no reduction in CTR energy indicates the
influence of the heating beam plays a secondary role.

7.9.2 1ω CTR Area Comparison
The 1ω CTR area ratio for heated/unheated Al/plastic is plotted in figure 74. The
ratio in each time step is very close to 1. The results reinforce the assumptions provided
by the energy.

Figure 74:

Comparison of 1ω CTR area in heated and unheated Al/Plastic. Ratio of
CTR area for unheated and heated Al/CH targets is plotted. The ratio is the
average of 15 shots.
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7.10 INITIAL PIC CODE SIMULATIONS
For further investigation of the effects leading to the CTR spectral structure, we have
conducted initial 2D PIC numerical simulations with similar conditions as used in the
experiment employing the EPOCH [104] 2D PIC code.
A simulation box of 11x14 µm was used with a resolution of 100 cells and 40 particles
per cell and species. The target consisted of a neutral slab of Al with 1.5µm thickness that
has an exponentially decaying pre plasma density at the front surface. Higher ionization
stages were computed using the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov rates. The electron density
and magnetic field perpendicular to the simulation plane at the rear side of the target
where sampled at times steps corresponding to c/4.5µm.

The electron density and

magnetic field are shown in figures 75 and 76. Both show clear harmonics emitted at two
different emission angles.
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Figure 75:

EPOCH simulation of electron density for 1.5µm Al foil. The arrows
indicate two distinct directions of electron densities corresponding to CTR
emission.

Figure 76:

EPOCH simulation of B field for 1.5µm Al foil. The arrows indicate two
distinct directions of electron densities corresponding to CTR emission.
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The CTR consists of discrete harmonics which are angularly separated in space. The
future direction is to take a Fourier Transform of the fields at the back surface of the
target. This must be done such that the angular distribution of electrons can be resolved
and filtered for only the desired harmonic. The value at each time step will then have to
be integrated to represent the signal observed in the experiment.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1 SUMMARY
The goal of this thesis was to obtain insight into the role return currents play in
hot electron transport. Return currents are governed by the bulk material conductivity
through jreturn = σ E . It has been observed [100,101] that the return current density is the
primary source for target heating and serves as the dominant stopping mechanism for hot
electrons. Quantifying the response of return currents to changes in material conductivity
will aid in the understanding of hot electron propagation.
The material conductivity was influenced in two ways – changing the temperature
and selecting different materials.

A conducting material, Al, was compared to an

insulator, polyethylene. A 2nd laser beam, the heating beam, at low intensity heated the
target to a temperature 1-10eV. In aluminum, this resulted in a reduction in conductivity.
The insulator will experience an initial increase in conductivity due to an increase in
available electrons via laser ionization.
Coherent transition radiation was the diagnostic used to evaluate the electron
transport. CTR exhibits clear peaks at the first and second harmonics of the laser
frequency. This indicates there are two acceleration mechanisms present. The baseline
CTR measurement made on Aluminum indicates a single, highly collimated filament for
1ω, and 2ω approximately 2.5 times smaller than the laser focus.

Comparing the

Aluminum CTR emission with the Al/plastic target, a clear difference in the electron
divergence of the low conductive material emerges. The 1ω CTR area was 2x larger for
the Al/plastic target while the integrated energy was similar. The 2ω CTR was relatively
consistent for both target materials indicating that the different electron generation
mechanism might be affected unequally.

The aluminum targets were preheated at

different delays with respect to the main beam and compared to the baseline CTR. The
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heated Al targets exhibited a reduction in emitted energy and a greater divergence. This
was observed for both 1 and 2ω CTR and suggests the difference is due to the difference
in conductivity.
Since the target heating is performed with a laser pulse, the front and back surface
reflectivity of an Al foil were measured. The main beam was frequency doubled to 2ω
and increased to ~2mm at the target plane for use as an optical probe. The heating beam
was centered with respect to the optical probe and the reflectivity of the probe measured
in the location of the heating beam. At the front surface, the reflectivity dropped to 50%
at 50ps and the back surface showed no change in reflectivity out to 100ps. This supports
the results of the hydrodynamic model with the assumption we are generating a thermal
heating wave that decays with material interaction.
The CTR emission from heated and unheated Al/plastic targets were evaluated
and found to be similar for each heating delay time. As a result, no unambiguous
conclusion about the Al/plastic targets could be obtained. However, the fact that the
heated Al/plastic data is different than the heated Al data suggests that the heating beam
influence on the observed CTR is minimal.
The experimental evidence collected during this thesis work shows a clear
difference in CTR emission in high versus low conductive media. The emitted radiation
directly reflects the electron beam characteristics at the target back surface. Increased
divergence and reduced radiation intensity were observed for low conductive media.
This was true whether the conductivity was reduced by heating the target or the material
was inherently low conductive. This indicates that the material conductivity significantly
influences electron propagation through the inhibition of return currents on micron scale
distances.
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8.2 FUTURE WORK
The concept of propagating high currents of electrons through dense plasmas
continues to be of great interest to the high energy density community. The work
presented here is an effort to better understand electron transport. The laser parameters
available limited the target foil thickness to several microns. In the current experimental
geometry, different materials, specifically high Z metals, could be shot and compared.
The high Z metal is more collisional and would provide insight as to how much influence
collisions exert in a micron length foil. Additionally, the return current would heat the
target more rapidly through the increased collisions. A larger laser with a dedicated probe
line could enable heating of thicker targets on the order of 10-20 microns. This would
enable greater interaction time between the hot electrons and the return currents in the
bulk medium.
However, using a laser driven thermal wave to heat target thicknesses greater than
several microns comes with the drawback of a large preplasma on the front surface.
Another alternative heating mechanism would be to use protons to heat the target. The
protons generation would originate from a secondary foil.

This increases the

requirements on the laser system. With the continued operation of the Texas Petawatt
and similar laser systems increasing, accessibility for the necessary laser architecture is
not an experimental roadblock. The benefit of the protons is the local deposition of
energy. An appropriate laser pulse with an appropriate filter could preferentially select
protons that exclusively heat the target interior leaving the front surface of the target
minimally affected. Heating could also be accomplished with x-rays, one example being
the coherent light source, LCLS, at SLAC.
Additional diagnostics could be fielded that would give more insight into the
relevant physics.

The preplasma scale length could be more precisely determined
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through a probe beam and interferometer.

The temporal evolution of the target

temperature could be measured via streaked optical pyrometry. Electron transport in
overdense targets is a very rich and complex physical problem with many questions still
to be resolved.
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Appendix A Hyades Input File for Heating Beam on Al Foil
This is the input file for HYADES hydrodynamic simulation. The library and
EOS are included in HYADES. Gilliss Dyer ran the additional EOS file on line 16.
c
mesh 1 41 0.0e-6 10e-7 1.03
mesh 41 89 10e-7 100e-7 1.01
mesh 89 189 100e-7 1500e-7
region 1 188 1 2.7 2.6e-5 2.6e-5
material 1 13. 27. 1.
eos 44 1
c
c EOS XEOSElec2130.dat 1
c EOS XEOSIonD3130.dat 1
c an attempt to use hyadlib:
c eos 2130 1
c eos 3130 1
c
ioniz 1 3 .0001 $ Thomas-Fermi model
DATA ioniz 1 XEOSZeff4130.dat
data thrmcond 1 1.5e-3 2.33e+14
c
c Laser: 1.06 micron, P-pol, 0 deg. incidence
c
source wave 1.06 +1 1 0
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gauss .6e-13 5e+22 1.3e-13
c
c Room temperature dielectric constant
c
data refindx 1 .00015 0.49
data absindx 1 .00015 4.86
c
c Melting data

data tmelt 1 1.05e-4 1.5 1.97
data metal 1 1 9.1e+13 0.65 1 1 3.48e+25 1 2.67e+14

c Post Processor Arrays
c
pparray r rcm te ti rho dene deni taue tauei zbar elecon0 pres deplas conde condi
c
parm alvism .3
parm qstimx 5.e-5
parm flxlem .05
parm xlwabth 1.e+10
parm temin 26.e-6
parm timin 26.e-6
parm trmin 26.e-6
c
parm dtmax 10.e-15
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parm editdt 5.e-13
parm postdt 5.e-13
parm tstop 150.e-12
parm itmcyc 50
parm nstop 1000000
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Appendix B CTR 1-D Model
CTR ballistic model adapter from J. Zheng, et al., Physics of Plasmas, 10, 2994
(2003).
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Appendix C Design of a Ti:Sapphire Power Amplifier
The Ti:Sapphire (Ti:Sa) power amplifier is the main addition to the THOR laser that will
boost the output power from 20 TW to 1 PW. The desired goal is to extract greater than
45 J of energy while maintaining adequate beam quality to compress the beam to 30 fs on
the target. The system components consist of the amplified medium, a 100 mm diameter
Ti:Sa crystal, imaging telescopes for each beam pass, and an imaging telescope for
transport to the compressor. The Ti:Sa crystal is 100mm diameter by 25 mm thick, an
absorbance α of 1.21 cm-1, and damage threshold of 14.6 J/cm2 . The crystal is pumped
by the custom glass pump amplifiers (described in a different section). The power
amplifier consists of four (4) passes through the crystal. Each pass is relay imaged by
off-axis parabolas(OAPs) resulting in a compact design housing the entire section in a 13
feet by 20 inch diameter(ISO 500) vacuum chamber. By using OAPs, the system is
composed of all-reflective elements which reduce the system B-integral, wavefront
distortions, ghost foci, while eliminating the need for radial group velocity and chromatic
corrections. The position of the power amplifier in the laser chain is shown in figure 77
and a detail drawing of the power amplifier is shown in figure 78.
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Figure 77:

THOR PW upgrade layout showing the location of the power amplifier.

Figure 78: TOP view of the entire power amplifier assembly. The pump beams are
shown in green. The seed beam is injected from the left side corresponding
to the location of the existing 5-pass Ti:Sa laser amplifier.
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The input beam to the power amplifier is the output beam from the 5-pass Ti:Sa amplifier
described previously. The output from the 5-pass creates an image plane approximately
two feet from the center of the crystal. From there, the beam enters the vacuum chamber
and encounters a lens/OAP telescope combination which expands the beam from 13mm
to 70mm and relays the image to the center of the Ti:Sa crystal. The pass by pass beam
layout is documented at the end of the appendix. The OAP off-axis angle is 4.7° and
focal length is 1524mm. This corresponds to translations of 101mm in x and 65mm in y
with the crystal being at the center of the coordinate system. The beam then propagates
collimated through the Ti:Sa crystal to the other side of the vacuum chamber. A 1-1
OAP telescope relay images the beam back to the center of the Ti:Sa crystal for the
second pass. After the second pass, the beam is translated vertically by a rooftop mirror
and passed back through the crystal for the third pass. Another pair of OAPs relay image
the beam from the center of the crystal back on the crystal for the fourth pass through the
crystal. After the fourth and final pass through the crystal, the beam is then upcollimated
from 70mm to 170mm for delivery to the compressor. This is accomplished by a
telescope combination of an OAP located in the vacuum chamber and an achromat lens
outside the chamber. The OAP in the chamber has a larger off-axis angle of 6.3° to allow
the beam to be picked off by a mirror and delivered out of the chamber. The achromat
lens is on a separate table in the adjacent room where the compressor is located.
Based on energies derived from previous large aperture Ti:Sa based laser systems
and preliminary calculations, it was determined that four passes would be sufficient to
extract the necessary energy to achieve 1 PW. Four passes allows for reduced footprint
design, reduced number of optical components and system optical aberrations. Since the
goal is 1 PW on target, a 30 fs pulse on target and compressor throughput of ~60% is
assumed. This means that we must extract >45 J of energy to ensure our on-target energy
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goal is met.

The energetics per pass is shown in figure 79. This was a result of 110J

pump energy, 1 J input energy, 7 cm input beam, and 7.5 cm pump beam.
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Figure 79: Output Energy per Ti:Sa crystal pass plotted as a function of pass #.
As can be seen from the graph, the beam saturates by the end of the 4th pass (Six passes
are shown here to determine on which pass saturation begins). The beam saturation
reduces the impact of input energy variation on the output energy. The pump energy is
directly related to the output energy. The pump energy is also the source for Transverse
gain which is very problematic in large aperture Ti:Sa laser systems. This must be
accounted for and will be described in a later section. The beam size affects the amount
of energy extraction as well. The same pump energy deposited in a small volume will
excite more ions making them available for energy extraction by the seed pulse.
To verify these effects we analyzed their influence with two different codes. The given
parameters were noted: percent of pump laser absorption, saturation fluence of medium,
absorbance per length (α), and losses per pass. The remaining calculated parameters are
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beam size, pump energy and input energy. These three parameters were varied and
compared with two different codes. We used a 1-D user generated code, THOR PW
Power Amp Laser Energetics, based on the Frantz-Nodvik laser rate equations. For
comparison, we ran the same parameters in a 3-D laser design code, Miro, THOR PW
Power Amp 3D Energetics Layout. The results are shown in the figure below. When not
varied, a beam diameter of 7cm, with a pump beam of 7.5cm, pump energy of 110J and
an input energy of 1J is assumed.

Figure 80:

Plots showing output energy as a function of Input Energy, Pump Energy,
and Beam Size. Miro code is shown in red with the Excel code shown in
blue. The output fluence is shown on the right axis. The input beam is 7cm,
pump beam is 7.5cm, input energy is 1J, and the pump energy is 110J.
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THOR PW Power Amp Laser Energetics and Miro give consistent results.

The

differences can be attributed to the different manner of evaluating the pump beam
interaction with the crystal. Additionally, the codes give slightly different results at the
extremes of the parameter space. The magnitude of the difference is only about 1% of
pump energy absorbance. The conclusion is that our 1-D model is approximate to Miro
and can be used in calculations to produce an accurate result. When convenient, the 1-D
model will be used to simulate the energetics due to ease of computation.
At smaller beam diameters, the 800nm beam fluence at the crystal face was a
consideration. The coating damage quoted by Crystal Systems, Inc. was 14.6 J/cm2 for a
10ns pulse. This system’s pulse duration of .6 ns corresponds to a damage fluence of 3.6
J/cm2. A safety factor of 2 was incorporated with respect to this damage threshold for
the baseline design of the operating fluence. These considerations supported a beam
diameter of 7 cm that will tolerate the maximum theoretical output of pump amplifiers
and still enable attainment of the energy goal.
A large amount of energy will be extracted from the power amplifier section with
the leading edge of the seed pulse experiencing a larger gain than the trailing edge. Since
our pulse is dispersed in time (chirped), the leading edge (frequency) of the pulse
encounters a greater population of ions in an excited state than the trailing edge
(frequency). This can also be seen by the leading wavelengths (red ones) experiencing a
larger gain that the trailing ones (blue). Some of these “dynamic” laser processes will be
addressed in this section. From the code simulations, the input pulse profile from the
existing THOR laser is identified as a 4th order spatially Gaussian pulse. Additionally,
the pump laser profile can be modeled as a super-Gaussian pulse which has been assumed
to be 5th order. Shown in figure 81 below are input and output fluences with line outs at
the center of the beam
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Figure 81:

Input and output fluences with center line outs are shown left and right
respectively. Parameters are 100 J pump energy, 1 J input energy, 7 cm
seed beam, and 7.5 cm pump beam.

As shown above, the seed pulse profile experiences minor changes during the 4 passes
through the power amplifier. The most visible effect is the slight increase in beam size.
The main factors in the pulse shape as it progresses through the amplifier are the shape of
the pump pulse and the saturation of the beam.
Another feature that changes during amplification is the beam spectrum. The beam
spectrum is equivalent to a pulse stretched from 25fs to 600ps centered at 800nm. The
input and output spectrums are shown in the figure below.
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Figure 82:

The input and output spectrum of a 20fs input pulse to the power amplifier
is shown above. The input beam is centered at 800nm with a 47.1nm
bandwidth. Output beam shows the center wavelength shift to 811nm with a
narrower bandwidth of 45nm. The vertical axis units are of power –
different scales for input and output.

The center wavelength experiences a shift to red wavelengths – 800 to 811- due to
increased gain on the front part of the pulse. The pulse also experiences a small decrease
in the FWHM of the spectrum. This is typical of multiple passes through a single
amplifying medium and the decrease in spectrum will not affect the 30 fs pulse duration
on target.
Another important “dynamic” process that occurs during the propagation of a laser pulse
through an amplifying medium is the B-integral. The B-integral is defined as the peak
non-linear phase shift of a pulse passing through a medium. Due to the all-reflective
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imaging, the beam only passes through the input & output lenses and the Ti:Sa crystal.
This keeps the cumulative B-integral low as shown in figure 83. The whole system Bintegral is evaluated to yield a maximum value of .46 which is well below the maximum
rule of thumb value of 1.

Figure 83:

The B-integral of the power amplifier shown as a function of propagation
distance through the system. The four passes through the crystal are shown
on the left.

The system optical layout was modeled with Zemax© optical design software.
The model, THOR PW Power Amp OAPs with achromat, consists of the input planoconvex lens, six (6) off-axis parabolic mirrors, a rooftop mirror and output lens to the
compressor.

The input beam is 13mm in diameter, no beam appodization, and a

bandwidth of 70nm centered at 800nm. The only drawback to the model is the lack of
Zemax© to prescribe any wavefront error to a reflecting surface. This will give a lower
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than laboratory measured value for the wavefront distortion. The ray tracing of the
system is shown in figure 84 below.

Figure 84:

The system ray tracing is shown above. At top, is an ISO view of the
system. Above is an end view with the expanding beam to the compressor
on the right.

The input beam is up-collimated from 13mm to 70mm and relay imaged to the crystal by
a plano-convex lens and an off-axis parabola pair depicted in the end of this section. The
beam is relay-imaged by off-axis parabola pairs on passes 2 and 4. On Pass 3, the beam
is displaced vertically by a rooftop mirror. After pass 4, the beam hits an off-axis
parabola with a larger off-axis angle to enable a mirror to be inserted to send the beam
out of the vacuum chamber to the compressor. The final off-axis parabola is paired with
an achromat lens to up-collimate the beam to 170mm for delivery to the compressor.
The achromat lens is 8”f and consists of BK7 and SF2 mixed glasses for chromatic
dispersion. The main issue with the achromat lens was the location of the ghost foci.
Specifically, a 2nd order forward propagating ghost focus due to the reflection of the
interior surfaces (2nd & 3rd). The first surface of the achromat was assumed to be flat
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.9565

which allowed Zemax© to optimize the radii of curvature of the other three surfaces for
the needed focal length.

However, this design yielded the 2nd order ghost focus

propagating 20m in the forward direction. Depending on the exact location of the target
chamber, the ghost focus would result in a relatively high intensity post pulse ~ 35ps after
the main pulse and possibly create damage on the final focusing optic. By adjusting
curvatures of the two interior surfaces, the location of this ghost focus could be adjusted
from a few meters away up to 130m away. The final design was settled on a ghost focus
2.5m away which is placed in the center between two compressor mirrors. The optical
characteristics for the complete system are shown in figure 85.

The parabola and

achromat lens telescope specifications are shown below in figure 86.

Figure 85:

Optical characteristics of the power amplifier layout. Clockwise from the
upper left is the far field of the beam. Top right is the wavefront distortion
peak to valley. Bottom right is the longitudinal aberration and bottom left is
the geometric ray tracing (neglecting diffraction) showing the spot size at
focus.
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d1= 12mm
d2=5mm
d3=14mm
1524mm

3701mm
70mm
170mm

R1,R2

R1=Inf, R2 = 3048mm

R3,R4,R5,R6

R3=Inf, R4= -919.59mm, R5= -806.66mm, R6= -1146.53

Figure 86:

Layout of the upcollimating telescope before the compressor. Telescope
consists of an off-axis parabola and an achromat lens.

A major issue in large aperture Ti:Sapphire laser systems is amplified
spontaneous emission. Ti:Sa crystals are available in diameters of up to 10cm with
thicknesses of 2-3cm so as to minimize the variation of ion dopant along the crystal axis.
The crystals are typically pumped by green (~530nm) pump lasers due to the short
fluorescence lifetime. In the typical arrangement, each crystal face is pumped by one or
more pump beams. This allows a more uniform deposition of pump energy in the crystal
and allows more pump energy input on the crystal due to reduced fluence as opposed to
pumping on side of the crystal only. Typically, both seed and pump beam are vertically
polarized aligning the pump energy with the largest crystal absorption cross section to
achieve maximum energy extraction. The ASE and transverse gain is primarily affected
by the pump beam and the crystal ion concentration along its crystal axis, α. This can be
F ν
seen by the governing equation for the transverse gain: G T = exp( o las α D ) where
FSat ν p
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Fo is the pump fluence on the face of the crystal, Fsat is the saturation fluence, α is the
crystal absorbance, D is the pump beam diameter, νlas & νP are the frequency of the seed
and pump beam respectively.
The main problem is scattered photons that can reflect at the surface of the Ti:Sa crystal
and then traverse the transverse length already excited by the pump beam diameter. If the
gain along these transverse paths is high enough, amplification of these photons will
actually deplete the remaining energy available for photons propagating in the
longitudinal direction, reducing the energy output of the laser. The percentage of photons
reflected is dictated by the large index mismatch between Ti:Sa (n=1.76) and air (n=1).
To calculate the round-trip photon gain, the gain (transverse gain) and loss (Fresnel
reflection of Ti:Sa/air) were multiplied and any value >1 was considered equivalent to
lasing in the transverse direction. Only combinations of pump energy and beam size
where the round trip gain was less than 0.5 were considered.
To reduce the index mismatch at the Ti:Sa/air interface, an index matching absorber is
applied around the edge of the crystal. Several types are described in the literature and
have been demonstrated in large aperture Ti:Sa systems. Since the crystal in this system
is in vacuum, an index matching solution is used that is already in use on the Lawrence
Livermore National Lab Titan Laser.

The index matching solution consists of a

thermoplastic polymer (Cargille Laboratories – MeltMount 5870 Cat #24170) mixed with
an absorbing agent. At 800 nm, the index of refraction of the polymer is 1.69. This
reduces the Fresnel reflection coefficient by a factor of ~200. The polymer is quite
viscous at room temperature.

However, the viscosity is inversely dependent to

temperature. Heating the sample to around 60 -70°C allows the polymer to reach a
“workable” state. This means the polymer is essentially a liquid. However, the polymer
does not have a sharp melting point and will have to be visually inspected to determine
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what state it presently is in. At this point, the polymer is poured into a mold around the
crystal. The heat is then removed allowing the polymer to harden and stick to the edge of
the crystal.
In order to prevent the scattered light from returning to the Ti:Sa crystal, the polymer is
doped with an absorbing agent, in this case black ink toner. The toner is added when the
polymer is heated and in a liquid state. In order to determine the amount of absorption
from the ink toner, a typical ND filter was considered for comparison. A ThorLabs ND 2
filter (2” x 2” square) has a thickness of 0.06in and when considering the optical
I
transmission using the Lambert-Beer Law, T = = 10−α l , the ND filter has an absorption
Io
coefficient of 14.3 cm-1. Studies in the literature regarding the absorption coefficient of
black ink have been published. A 10% aqueous solution of black ink corresponds to an
absorption coefficient of ~15 cm-1. Since the path length of the light passing through the
edge of the crystal and reflecting back is approximately .5 cm, this would corresponds to
an absorbance equivalent to an ND 4 filter.
A crystal test fixture has been designed to create the mold housing the index matching
solution. The text fixture, with the crystal inside, will be heated so as to eliminate any
thermal discontinuities when applying the heated index matching absorber in liquid form.
The index matching absorber can then be poured into the mold around the edge of the
crystal. The fixture with crystal and index matching solution will be set aside and left to
cool. Once the fixture cools, the crystal can be removed along with the polymer that has
bonded to a Teflon ring separating the polymer from the test fixture. The crystal will
then be transferred to a crystal holder that will house the crystal in the vacuum chamber.
The test fixture and crystal housing are shown in figure 87.
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Figure 87:

On left, expanded view of the test fixture to install the polymer on to the
crystal. At right, a picture of the crystal holder with an exploded view of the
mounting plate. The crystal holder has a manual goniometer at the base for
minor adjustment of the crystal axis.

To achieve 1 PW on target, we have shown above that we need at least 110J of pump
energy. At that energy, the transverse gain is ~28000 and the gain * Fresnel reflection is
11. This is a not acceptable operating condition primarily due to the high α of the crystal.
To reduce the transverse gain while still allowing large pump energy, the polarization of
pump beam is rotated 90° away from the crystal axis. This corresponds physically to a
reduction of the absorption cross section in the crystal. In the transverse gain equation,
this is represented by a change in α (=.5168) lowered in value comparable to the reduced
absorption coefficient. This is in slight contrast to the traditional method of using a lower
doped crystal with maximum absorption. In order to compensate for the reduced pump
energy absorption, the pump beams are double passed through the compressor. The
pump beam will pass through the crystal and be reflected by a 0° mirror tilted slightly to
prevent the beam from propagating back upstream to the glass pump lasers.

An

additional benefit of the lowered absorption, α, is more uniform pump energy absorption
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through the length of the crystal. The transverse gain using the double pass pump beam
arrangement is shown for both α=1.21 and α=.5168 in figure 88.
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Figure 88:

Plot of transverse gain versus longitudinal crystal position for two different
crystal configurations. The blue curve is the first pass through the crystal
and the blue is the second pass. The top configuration is a Ti:Sa crystal with
an α of 1.21 and a pump energy of 80J. This results in a Transverse gain of
~2100 which is right at the lasing threshold. The bottom has an α of .5168,
pump energy of 130J and a transverse gain of 1100.
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Additional images showing the optical layout of the Ti:Sa power amplifier are provided.

Figure 89:

TOP and ISO view of pump beams entering the vacuum chamber. Pump
beams excite the crystal 15-30ns before the seed beam arrives.
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Figure 90:

Entry seed beam shown in TOP and ISO views. Seed beam enter from the
left which is the output of the existing 5-pass section. The beam is then upcollimated with a lens and achromat and the image is relayed to the center of
the crystal. The collimated beam passes through the crystal to the opposite
side of the chamber.
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Figure 91:

TOP and ISO layout of the 2nd beam pass through the crystal. The
collimated beam from the first pass hits an achromat lens which forms a
telescope with another achromat lens to relay image the beam from center
crystal plan to crystal plane.
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Figure 92:

Shows the TOP and ISO views of the 3rd beam pass through the crystal. The
beam after the 2nd pass through the crystal hits a rooftop mirror and is
translated vertically back through the crystal. The entry and first beam pass
is not shown for clarity.
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Figure 93:

TOP and ISO view of 4th pass through the crystal. After the 3rd pass,
another achromat telescope relay images the beam from crystal plane to
crystal plane. The beam then exits vertically above the entry beam.
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Figure 94:

TOP and ISO images of the beam exiting the vacuum chamber. The last
off-axis parabola has a larger off-axis distance to allow inserting a mirror to
pick the beam off and send it to the compressor.
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Figure 95:

Image of vacuum chamber from end of chamber (right side end in all of the
figures above).
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